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ABSTRACT

This dissertation contributes t o an improved understanding of the
mechanics

of

a particle,

moving

in the

vicinity

of

an

interface

between two viscous fluids, by considering several fundamental problems
involving slender bodies.

In these problems i t is assumed that the

Reynolds' number is very small.

Several useful applications of this

study are discussed, including a theoretical model of

muco-ciliary

transport in the lung, where the force acting on a cilium near an
interface is of primary importance.
One problem considered is that of a slender body
near a f l a t

interface,

where the centreline

of

translating

the slender

body

is oriented either parallel or perpendicular t o the interface.

The

force distributions and the t o t a l drag force acting on the body are
evaluated.

For motion normal t o the interface, the drag increases as

the body gets closer t o the interface, whereas for parallel motion,
the drag increases or decreases depending on the ratio of viscosities
of the fluids. The external couple, required t o prevent the body from
rotating when i t moves parallel t o the interface, is calculated.

It

is observed that two different mechanisms are responsible for the
interface induced rotation of a particle, corresponding t o parallel
and perpendicular orientations of the slender body.

A first

order

approximation of the interface deformation is also evaluated.
This study is

extended by

considering the force

distribution

acting on a slender body which is straddling the interface between
two. fluids.

It

is assumed that the axis

of the slender bodv

is

always held perpendicular to the undisturbed interface.

A shielding

region is observed about the interface. Outside the shielding region,
the interaction of the slender body in one fluid with that

part

of the slender body in the other fluid, is small compared to the
interaction with the interface. The f i r s t order interface deformation
is calculated for motion of the slender body parallel to the interface.
A mathematical model describing mucous transport in the lung is
developed where the cilia may penetrate into a very viscous mucous
layer.

The results are particularly sensitive to the form of the

cilia beat pattern.

They also predict that the mucous velocity is

not significantly increased when the cilia penetrate into the mucous
layer, provided the active cilia density is high.
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CHAPTER ONE

General Introduction

1.1 lTitroduc±ion

A slender body is a long needle shaped object characterised by a
small slenderness ratio, which is the ratio of the width to the length
of the body.

In this dissertation we consider theoretical aspects of

the motion of slender bodies in the vicinity of an interface between
two viscous fluids using the techniques of slender body theory.

We are

concerned solely with very low Reynolds' number flows where viscous
forces dominate over inertial forces,

A distinguishing

feature of

low Reynolds' number flows is that the dissipation of viscous forces
occurs over a large distance requiring careful consideration of far
field influences.

One important consequence of this property is that,

without great care, experimental results may be misleading since the
experimental rig and measuring apparatus can significantly alter the
flow field.

Thus

theoretical investigations

when studying low Reynolds' number flows.
of boundaries,

such

as

rigid

walls, free

are an invaluable aid

For example, the presence
surfaces

and

interfaces,

must be taken into account where a knowledge of the magnitude of
body-boundary interactions is crucial to the understanding of many
low Reynolds' number flows.
The motion of long slender bodies at very small Reynolds' number
occurs in many different areas of science and industry.

Often these

problems involve the presence of a plane boundary or a boundary which,
under appropriate assumptions, may be taken to be approximately flat:
for example, a rigid plane wall, a free surface, or an interface between

two immiscible fluids of different viscosities and densities.
of slender bodies moving near these types

Examples

of boundaries occur in

the locomotion of micro-organisms, where the beating of long slender
flagella or fields of hairlike cilia propel the organism through the
surrounding fluid.

In muco-ciliary transport in the lung, the beating

of cilia transports mucus up the bronchial tubes.

Other examples

include polymer extrusion in the petrochemical industry, which involves
slender fibres moving near a free surface, and also flotation processes
where the behaviour of particles near the bubble free surface is
important.
In muco-ciliary transport in the lung, long slender cilia propel
mucus along the bronchial tubes by beating back and forth
asymmetric pattern.

in an

The muco-ciliary environment may be thought of

as a two layer system where the cilia beat in a watery periciliary
layer above which lies a more viscous non-Newtonian mucous layer.
Recently there has been some debate in the literature as to whether
it is necessary

for the cilia to penetrate into the mucous layer

during their effective strokes in order to achieve the observed rates
of mucous transport

(see Blake, 1975b, Blake, 1984 and Sleigh. 1982).

Thus an important problem in muco-ciliary transport would be to find
the force acting on a single cilium (or slender body) which penetrates
the interface between the periciliary and mucous layers.

In chapter

5 we apply some of the results obtained from our extended slender

body theory to develop improved mathematical models of muco-ciliary
transport.
In chemical engineering the problem of analysing the general motion
of an arbitrary particle near an interface between two viscous fluids
is of importance to enhanced particle recovery.

This may occur in

the study of colloidal suspensions, sedimentation and bubble flotation
problems.

To determine the influence of the shape of a body and

its orientation on the motion of the body solutions for the various
extremes such as a sphere, a disc and a slender body are of particular
value.
In elasticity theory, the fibre pull-out problem is similar to the
previous examples (see Phan-Thien 1980).

In this case, a rigid fibre

is embedded in a semi-infinite elastic medium where one wishes to
calculate the force required for a given displacement of the fibre.

At

this stage we wish to make a clear distinction between the boundary
conditions for a flat, free surface in elasticity (in which both the
tangential and normal stress on the interface are zero) and in fluid
mechanics (where the tangential stress and normal velocity are zero
but there is a normal stress acting on the surface due to gravity
or surface tension).
in this thesis.

We will mostly be concerned with the latter case

In the following section we outline the history of

the development of slender body theory in low Reynolds' number flows
up to the present time.

1.2 Development of Slender Body Theory

Slender body theory is a technique which is used to analyse the
motion of a slender body in a fluid where the field equations are
linear. Of course non-linear boundary conditions, such as the boundary
conditions on a deformable interface, may be considered.

The technique

has been used in areas which include aerodynamics, acoustics, ship
motion, elasticity, irrotational fluid flow, Oseen flow and very low
Reynolds' number hydrodynamics (see Tuck, 1964, Landweber, 1974).

In

essence, the method involves the linear superposition of a distribution
of flow singularities, along the centreline of the body, to model the
flow field around the body.

One particular advantage of this method,

for linear problems, is that when boundaries are present, one can
employ image singularities which automatically satisfy the boundary
conditions on these boundaries.

This method also yields desirable

quantities of physical significance, such as the force distribution on
the body, which are obtained directly without having to first solve
for the exterior flow field.
Burgers (1938) was the first to apply slender body theory to low
Reynolds' number flow although, previously, there existed some exact
solutions for certain simple body shapes (e.g. for axial motion of an
prolate spheroid, see Happel and Brenner, 1965, Lamb, 1932). He obtained
integral equations for the force distributions

on an axisymmetric

slender body translating in either the axial or transverse directions.
These equations were solved approximately by first assuming a three

term polynomial expression for the force distribution as a function of
distance along the axis and by then satisfying the no-slip boundary
condition at three appropriately chosen points on the surface of
the slender body.

This procedure yielded the exact answer for the

drag on a slender prolate spheroid but, as one might expect, was not
sufficiently accurate for a circular cylinder.

Nevertheless, Burgers

discovered the important dependence of the force on a slender body
on the logarithm of i t s slenderness ratio.
Broersma (1959) improved on the method of Burgers by increasing
the degree of the polynomial approximation for the force. This yielded
reasonably accurate expressions for the drag force on a cylinder
although there was considerable doubt whether this method produced
results which are asymptotically correct as the slenderness ratio
tends to zero (Cox, 1970). Prior t o this Hancock (1953) and Gray and
Hancock (1955) began t o apply slender body theory at low Reynolds'
number to problems in biology when they considered a theoretical
model of a slender flagellum propelling a micro-organism.
application was later

t o inspire research

into other

This new
fascinating

aspects of slender body theory, such as, slender bodies with curved
centrelines (see Cox, 1970, Johnson, 1980), interaction of a slender body
with a sphere (de Mestre and Katz, 1974, Higdon, 1979) and propulsion
of micro-organisms by rows of hairlike cilia (Blake, 1972).
Some of the ideas developed by Tuck (1964) were profitably utilised
by Tillet (1970), Batchelor (1970) and Cox (1970) t o further advance

slender body theory at

low Reynolds' number.

Tillet (1970) derived

uniformly valid asymptotic expansions of the force distribution in the
parameter Clna]"^ where a is the slenderness ratio.

In an earlier paper

Taylor (1970) employed slender body theory and incorrectly concluded
(due to an

algebraic

sign error) that

slender body was twice the axial drag.

the transverse

drag

on a

Tillet (1970) showed that this

is only true asymptotically in the limit of zero slenderness ratio,
Batchelor (1970) and Cox (1970) also obtained asymptotic expansions
of the force integral equations where Batchelor (1970) extended the
theory to include non-circular cross-sections while Cox (1970) considered
centreline curvature and also discussed development of the theory to
deal with body-body interactions and body-wall interactions.

No historical discussion of slender body theory at low Reynolds'
number would be complete without the mention of the excellent series
of papers, Chwang and Wu (1974), Chwang and Wu (1975), Chwang (1975) and
Chwang and Wu (1976).

The main contributions of these papers were to

demonstrate that a number of exact solutions exist for combinations
of appropriate singularities and to determine the importance of higher
order singularities to a wide range of free stream profiles.

The

guidelines suggested by these studies have proved useful for many
later studies in very low Reynolds' number flow.

These include the

efforts of Johnson (1980) who developed slender body theory for curved
slender bodies and Johnson and Wu (1979) who obtained an exact solution

for the translation and rotation of a slender torus in an infinite
fluid.
Some of the more modern developments in slender body theory at
low Reynolds' number are concerned with the motion of slender bodies
near plane wall boundaries where the wall interaction can appreciably
alter the force on the slender body.

These studies include those of

Blake and Chwang (1974), Blake (1974). Lighthill (1975) and Katz, Blake
and Paveri-Fontana (1975) who considered the translation of a slender
body close to a plane wall.

De Mestre (1973) and de Mestre and Kussel

(1975) effectively consider the more general problem of a slender body
at an arbitrary location near an isolated rigid plane wall or midway
between two parallel rigid boundaries.
There is currently substantial interest centred on problems where
a particle interacts with an interface between two immiscible, viscous
fluids.

Some excellent progress has been made for spherical particles:

in particular by Lee and Leal (1982) and Leal and Lee (1982) who have
developed a numerical solution for a solid sphere which is almost about
to penetrate the interface.

Clearly, the analysis of a slender body

interacting with an interface is of interest to chemical engineers
and would also be of considerable value to researchers in muco-ciliary
transport.

This problem is taken up in this thesis where the motion

of a slender body in the vicinity of an interface is investigated.

1,3 Preview of Thesis

In this thesis we adopt the slender body technique to analyse
several fundamental problems involving the motion of a slender body
near an interface between two viscous fluids and also where the slender
body is straddling the interface.

We also consider a mathematical

model of muco-ciliary transport where several cilia are penetrating
the interface.

Our aim is to determine the underlying physical aspects

of the hydrodynamic interactions between the slender bodies and the
interface.
In chapter 2 we lay the foundations for the theory to be applied in
the subsequent chapters.

The stokeslet, the fundamental singularity

of Stokes flow and the building block for slender body theory
Stokes flow, is introduced.

in

We consider the boundary conditions on a

deformable interface and it is shown that, under appropriate limiting
conditions, the interface may be taken as flat.

We further discuss the

image systems under which the flat interface conditions are satisfied
exactly and we introduce the basic concepts of slender body theory
in Stokes flow.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the translation of a slender body
near a flat interface.

Two fixed orientations are considered: (i) where

the axis of symmetry of the slender body is parallel to the interface
and (ii) where the axis is perpendicular to the interface.
an asymptotic expansion for the force distribution
calculate the drag force.

We obtain

and from this

In the case of motion of the body parallel

-lo-

to the interface we calculate the interface induced couple acting on
the body to maintain a fixed orientation.

We also calculate the first

order approximation to the interface deformation due to the motion
of the slender body.
In chapter 4 we consider a slender body which is straddling the
interface so that
fluids.
axis

the slender body is partially

immersed in both

We assume that the orientation is held fixed so that

of symmetry

the undisturbed

of the slender body
interface.

is always

perpendicular

A mixed asymptotic expansion for

force distributions is evaluated.

the
to
the

Our aim here is to discriminate

between the contributions due to the body-interface interaction and
the interaction between each part of the slender body immersed in
either fluid.
In chapter 5 the results of chapter 4 are incorporated into a
theoretical model of muco-ciliary transport in the lung.

This model

incorporates penetration of cilia into a high viscosity mucous layer.
Our main objective is to determine if penetration of the cilia into the
mucus is necessary to predict the observed velocities of propulsion
of mucus.
Finally, in chapter 6, the main results of the thesis are discussed
and directions for further research are suggested.

CHAPTER TWO

Fundamentals of Stokes Flow

2.1 The Stokes Flow Equations.

A fluid is a substance which cannot withstand shearing forces without
sustained

motion/

In most practical

circumstances the

molecular

scale may be ignored when considering the macroscopic motion of the
fluid and the fluid may be replaced by a continuum.

By applying

conservation of mass and conservation of momentum to the continuum
the equations of motion of the fluid are obtained (see any standard
text on fluid dynamics, e.g. Batchelor, 1%7, for a detailed discussion
of the procedure and assumptions involved).
Many fluid flows f i t into the category of an incompressible fluid
which satisfies a constitutive relationship where the stress is linearly
related t o the rate of strain of the fluid. The equations of motion for
such a fluid, expressed in cartesian coordinates with dimensionless
variables, are the continuity equation.

V* • u* = 0 .

(2.1.1)

and the Navier-Stokes equations.
3u
8t*

^*
*
+(u • V )u

= -V p* + _*2
V '^U* ,

(2.1.2)

where u* and p* are the non-dimensional velocity and pressure fields
where the appropriate scales of motion are U. a typical speed. L. a
typical length and L/U is an appropriate time scale for quasi-steady

motion.

The q u a n t i t y Re i s t h e Reynolds' number of t h e flow and

is

d e f i n e d by
Re =

where p

is

the density

of

V

oUL

the fluid

and u

is

the viscosity.

The

Reynolds' number i s a measure of t h e r a t i o of t h e i n e r t i a f o r c e s ( l e f t
hand s i d e of

(2.1.2)) t o t h e v i s c o u s f o r c e s ( r i g h t hand s i d e of (2.1.2))

in t h e N a v i e r - S t o k e s

equations.

In t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n
dominated

by v i s c o u s

we a r e i n t e r e s t e d

forces:

the

inertial

in f l u i d flows which
forces

are

are

insignificant.

This o c c u r s when t h e Reynolds' number i s v e r y small (i.e.

f o r v e r y slow

flow, small p a r t i c l e dimensions o r l a r g e v i s c o s i t y ) .

For s u f f i c i e n t l y

small Reynolds' numbers we n e g l e c t t h e l e f t hand s i d e of equation (l^J.X)
and t h e e q u a t i o n s of t h e f l u i d ( r e w r i t t e n in dimensional form) r e d u c e
to

V'u=0,
(2.1.4)

The e q u a t i o n s
equations,
local

not

describe

pressure

translating

stated

and

in

valid

commonly

known

as

the

a balance a t

a point

in t h e f l u i d

the

forces.

For

in a f l u i d of

uniformly

(2.1.4).

viscous

infinite extent the

throughout

t h e domain.

a

Stokes

flow

between

the

particle

which

Stokes e q u a t i o n s
An o r d e r

a n a l y s i s of t h e Stokes flow s o l u t i o n when s u b s t i t u t e d

of

is
are

magnitude

into the full

N a v i e r - S t o k e s e q u a t i o n s (2.1.2) shows t h a t t h e i n e r t i a l terms have t h e
same o r d e r of magnitude a s t h e v i s c o u s t e r m s when t h e d i s t a n c e of

the point under consideration from the particle, d, is of the order
L/Rg,

Hence the Stokes equations will be uniformly valid in the region

where d « L / R g and, in theory, to obtain a first order solution which
is uniformly valid over the whole domain, the solution obtained from
the Stokes equations must be matched to an "outer expansion" of the
Navier-Stokes equations.

In this dissertation we are interested in

the flow around finite particles where the Stokes solution is accurate
to first order in the region of interest.
The

linearity

superpositional

of

the

approach

Stokes
where

flow

equations

elementary

construct more complicated flow patterns.

(2,1.4) suggests

solutions

are

used

a
to

The fundamental solution

of the Stokes flow equations, or stokeslet, is defined as the solution
of the inhomogeneous system

V-u =0
(2.1.5)
Vp

=f§(x-y)

where d(x) is the three dimensional Dirac delta function.

Physically,

the stokeslet is a point force located at the point x = y with strength
and direction given by the vector f.

The solution of equations (2.1.5)

may be obtained by using three dimensional Fourier transforms and
Hankel transforms (as in Ladyzhenskaya, 1969) and is given by

fj
1

8JIU

(2.1.6)

(2.1.7)

Lr

where r = x - y and r = jx-yi is the distance from the reference point
t o the location of the singularity. In this and subsequent chapters
(unless otherwise indicated), we adopt the popular convention that
a repeated index implies summation, where roman indices take on the
values 1,2,3 and Greek indices take on the values 1,2. The stress tensor.
Oj^j, for a stokeslet is calculated from the constitutive relation.

3xi,

(2.1.8)

9x^

and is given by
^ik - f j"^ijk

4ji

(2.1.9)

v.5

It is clear from equations (2.1.6, 2.1.7, 2.1.9) that, in very low Reynolds'
number flow, viscous interactions extend over large distances since
the velocity y ~

and jpj and

~ ¿7(r~^).

In contrast, for

steady irrotational flow at high Reynolds' number, the mass source
is the fundamental singularity where |u| ~

and !p| ~

Higher order singularities may be obtained from the fundamental
singularity by differentiation (since the Stokes flow equations are
linear). The stokes-doublet is defined as the negative gradient of the
stokeslet (or obtained by bringing two stokeslets of infinite strength
infinitesimally close together) and its velocity, pressure and stress

fields are given by

871JU .1 r3

. ''-ik f

471 . r^

'im

'^k^ij-^j^ik

jk , 3r
rS

J

(2.1.10)

r3 J

471

where Djj^ is a second order tensor characterising the strength of the
stokes-doublet.

The rotlet, a singularity which is used in rotational

motion, is the antisymmetric part of (2,1.10).
doublet is obtained by taking

The potential source

of (2.1.6) to give

1 871
p=0

(2.1.11)

-3Dj

A comprehensive discussion of these singularities (and others including
the Stokes quadrupole) may be found in the excellent paper by Chwang
and Wu (19750.

2.2 The Boundary Conditions on the Interface.

Let us consider two semi-infinite immiscible fluids separated by a
sharp deformable interface. We suppose the transitional layer between
the two fluids is so thin it may be regarded as a two dimensional
surface.

The lower fluid has viscosity u. and density p while the

upper fluid has viscosity ju and density p and we denote the interface
by the function Xg = ^(x^, X2, t) (see figure 2.1).

We also define Uj^, p

and Oj^j as the velocity, pressure and stress fields in the lower fluid
and Uj^, p and Sj^j as the velocity, pressure and stress fields in the
upper fluid.
The dynamic properties of a fluid-fluid interface are governed
by molecular forces which are short range in nature.

In immiscible

fluids the molecules are more likely to be attracted to molecules of
the same fluid than those of the other fluid and hence there will be
a limited exchange of molecules across the interface.

In practice the

macroscopic behaviour of an interface is often modelled by assuming
the interface to behave like a stretched elastic membrane under a
tension r, where r

may also be interpreted as the free energy of

the interface per unit area (for immiscible fluids, r > 0).

For example,

the interfacial tension for an air-water interface at 20^C has been
measured as 0.073 Nm~^ (Batchelor, 1%7), In the following we will assume
that the interfacial tension r is constant although we note that
the presence of surfactants can set up interfacial tension gradients

X.

X.
—X,

stokes^et

fig. 2.1 Diagram showing the coordinate system for the interface deformation due to
a stokeslet of strength f at a distance h from the unperturbed interface.

when the interface is disturbed.

The physico-chemical properties of

interfaces and surfactants are discussed in Davis and Riddeal C1951).
The kinematic boundary conditions on the interface Xg =

X2, t)

may be stated as'follows:
U = u,

(2.2.1)

where n is the unit normal vector outward of the lower fluid and is
defined as
k-n

with k as the unit vector pointing in the direction of the xg-axis.
Equation (2.2.1) states that the velocity is

continuous across the

interface and equation (2.2.2) is the kinematic condition for a material
surface.

The dynamic boundary condition is

[

r

V

'

n

=

(aj^j-aj^j jnj

where r is the interfacial tension and p-p
Note that p-p>Q

(2.2.4)

is the density difference.

for a statically stable interface.

The tangential

component of equation (2.2.4) states that the tangential stress is
continuous across the interface while the normal component states
that the normal stress difference is balanced by interfacial tension
and buoyancy.

The term V • n is the mean curvature measured relative

to the lower fluid.

Let us consider a stokeslet of strength f located at the point
y = (0,0,-h) in the lower fluid. To determine conditions under which the
interface deformation remains small we need t o non-dimensionalise the
equations (2.2,1, 222 and 2.2.4). The only natural length scale f o r the
problem is h and we can construct the velocity scale from U = f/^uh and
a time scale from h/U. Hence the non-dimensional boundary conditions
on the interface become
u =u ,

(2,2.5a)

Ik-V r i 9 t *
*

ni = i a. . - a. . n^

where the starred

(2.2.5c)

variables are suitably scaled quantities.

The

dimensionless parameters a and Q are defined as

where a is the reciprocal of the capillary number and B is the ratio
of the Bond number- t o the capillary number.
analysis of equation (2.2.4) shows that

6 = min 1 i
let' B

An order of magnitude

~ OiK) where h is defined as

i22J)

It is clear that the composite parameter S will be small provided
either the interfacial tension or the density difference between the

two fluids is sufficiently large, or alternatively, if the stokeslet
strength is sufficiently small or if the stokeslet is a very large
distance from the interface.

Thus, if 6 is small and the terms in

equation (2,2.4) remain bounded, the interface deformation due to the
stokeslet will also be small compared t o the distance of the stokeslet
from the interface.
For small quasi-steady deformations of the interface we employ
the following perturbation expansion for Ç :

(2.2.8a)

and for the velocity u ,

u

* = u*(0) +. ÔÎSU *(1) .+

(2.2,8b)

with similar expansions for the other physical quantities u*. a*^ and
a*^.

Substitution of these expressions into the interface boundary

conditions (2.2.5) yields the following zeroth order boundary conditions
(expressed in dimensional form).
^(0) ^ 2(0)
u f =0

(2.2.9)

Cf = 1 . 2

^(0)^3(0)
which are satisfied on the zeroth order approximation of the interface
shape,

= 0.

These boundary

conditions

express

continuity

of

tangential velocity and s t r e s s across X3 = 0 where the normal velocity
is zero on the surface X3 = 0. The Oid) term of equation (2,2.5c) yields
the equation for the f i r s t order quasi-steady interface deformationi:^^^
+ tíipqK^^^ = [^33 - ^33 J _
X3—0

(2.2.10)

where the right hand side of t h i s equation is the normal s t r e s s
difference evaluated on X3 = 0. Thus, in theory, we can solve the Stokes
flow equations (2,1.4) using the linear boundary conditions (2.2.9) and
the calculate the normal s t r e s s difference t o find
using equation
(2.2.10). The perturbation process can be continued by taking higher
order terms of (2.2.5) using a Taylor series expansion about X3 = 0.
An alternative linearisation of the boundary conditions on the
interface can be carried out using a small time expansion of equations
(2.2.5) assuming an initial state,
X2,0) = 0. which yields
(0) '^(0)

i =1,2,3.

(2.2.11)

These boundary conditions express continuity of velocity and both
tangential and normal s t r e s s . The normal velocity is not prescribed
and interfacial tension and gravity do not appear in these conditions.
It is clear t h a t the boundary conditions (2.2.11) must be regarded as
an initial value problem s t a r t i n g with ^ = 0 and updating the interface
shape using equation (2.2.5). As such, these conditions are of limited

value in most practical problems except in cases where a steady-state
interface does not exist.

An example of this is where a stokeslet

is pointing normal to an interface with no density difference, since
interfacial tension, which is a tangential force, is not sufficient to
withstand the normal force generated by the stokeslet (see Aderogba
and Blake, 1978b).

2.3 Stokeslet Near a Zero Normal Velocity Flat Interface.

In

this

section

we present

the

velocity

and pressure

fields

for a stokeslet located at the point y = (0.0,-h) in the lower semiinfinite fluid of a two fluid system where the surface X3 = 0 satisfies
boundary conditions (2.2.9) (where the velocity and tangential stress
are continuous across X3 = 0 and the normal velocity is zero on Xg = 0).
The solution, which may be interpreted in terms of an image system in
the plane X3 = 0 consisting of a stokeslet and higher singularities,
was first obtained by Aderogba and Blake (1978a). Later. Lee. Chadwick
and Leal (1979) derived a general image system for any singularity in
Stokes flow.
In figure 2.2 we define the coordinate system used by Aderogba
and Blake (1978a) where
the field point and

yj^ is a vector from the stokeslet to
=

+ 2y3§3j^ ~ ^i ~

image point to the field point.

is a vector from the

From Aderogba and Blake (1978a) the

velocity and pressure fields in each fluid

are defined as follows:

for the lower fluid (X3 < 0) containing the stokeslet.

1

SKß

+

^ik , ^i^k
R

± +

3

2X

k I R^

P =

1-X
4K Lr'

(2.3.1a)

R

Ri
R^

R.R'

(2,3,1b)

imagei point

h .

2hk

\X

\

r ^
y

\
r

-h .
Stokeslet

f i g . 2.2 Coordinate system for stokeslet and image system.

and for the upper fluid (Xg > 0),

ha ^
2X
P = 4;iX+l

(2.3.2a)

ya 8r.

(2,3.2b)

ar^

where X = iZ/u is the r a t i o of viscosities of the two fluids. The normal
s t r e s s difference across the interface is given by
3

2

(2.3.3)

where from the calculations it was noted t h a t there is no contribution
from the upper fluid (a^j) hence, as we see, the normal s t r e s s difference
is independent of X. This is because interfacial tension and buoyancy
forces, acting on the interface, will not allow the transmission of
any normal component of a velocity disturbance into the upper fluid.
The image system in equations (2.3.1)A consists of a stokeslet of
•^Cf-CL

^^okAsi^

parcxli&.(

ixy

fke,

strength (1-X)/(l + X)f j, and the higher order singularities, a stokesdoublet of strength 2y3X/(l+X)fj and a potential doublet of strength
2y2X/(l + X)fj. For a stokeslet pointing normal to the interface we
have an image stokeslet of strength -f j, a stokes-doublet of strength
-2y3X/(l + X)fj and a potential doublet of strength -2y3X/(l + X)fj. We
consider the important limiting cases for equations (2.3.1). Firstly,
if y3
(i.e. we are a large distance from the interface) the image
terms disappear and we recover the stokeslet term. More importantly.

if X

«

the interface becomes a rigid plane wall, and if X = 0 the

interface is a flat free surface.

We point out however, that when X = 1.

equations (2,3. | ) do not reduce to the expressions for a stokeslet
in an infinite fluid since there is an implied distribution of normal
stress acting on the interface to keep it flat.

This physically, is

the force due to interfacial tension and buoyancy.

2.4 Stokeslet Near a Continuous Normal Stress Flat Interface

' Aderogba (1976), using Papkovitch-Neuber potentials, derived the
image system for a stokeslet in the two fluid

system, where the

surface Xg = 0 satisfies the boundary conditions (2.2.11) (the velocity,
tangential and normal stress are continuous across Xg = 0).
The velocity and pressure fields for
both fluids (expressed in a similar form as those in the previous
section) are:
in the lower fluid (Xg < 0) containing the stokeslet.

^ij , ^i^j , 1-X
1+X
STljU

R

R'
R'

P

1-X

li

Ar

R
R'

1-X
3R,

R'

(2.4.1a)

(2.4.1b)

and in the upper fluid (xg > 0),

U4 =

p=

j

2X

^
4;i X + 1 r"

(2.4.2a)

(2.4.2b)

L

where the same coordinate system and conventions have been used as
in section 2.3.

We observe from (2.4.1) and (2.3.1) that for a stokeslet pointing
parallel to the interface the two sets of boundary conditions imply
similar image systems with the only differences being in the higher
order terms. For a stokeslet directed normal to the interface however,
we notice that the zero normal velocity boundary conditions image
stokeslet is always directed in the opposite direction to the forcing
stokeslet (so as to balance the infinite flux generated by the forcing
stokeslet) while the direction of the image stokeslet for the continuous
normal stress boundary conditions depends on the viscosity ratio A.
When X = 1 the continuous normal stress expressions (2.4.1). (2.4.2) reduce
to the expressions for a stokeslet in an infinite fluid.
note that the limiting case, X r e d u c e s

We finally

to a plane rigid wall

for both the continuous normal stress and the zero normal velocity
boundary conditions.

2,5 Slender Body Theory in Stokes Flow

' Several useful analytical tools exist for solving the linear Stokes
flow equations.

One extensively used method in the literature involves

the use of suitable coordinate systems which enable the variables
in the equations of motion to be separated and a solution obtained
as a series of eigenfunctions.
for slender

Intuitively a more suitable approach

bodies is the Green's function

In this method the flow field

is

or singularity

obtained by

using

method.

distributions

of singularities of Stokes flow, such as stokeslets. stokes-doublets
and other higher order singularities.

In this section we show how

a general solution, for a particle moving in a quiescent fluid, can
be obtained using a distribution of stokeslets over the surface of
the particle and how for slender bodies this may be reduced to a
distribution of stokeslets and higher order singularities along the
axis of symmetry of the body.
The starting point for our analysis is a Stokes flow analogue of
Green's formula for, the Laplace equation.

This is obtained by using

the alternative form of the Stokes flow equations.

= 0.
8XJ, r j k j

which enables us to derive the formula

(2,5.1)

üj(y)
V

3

3p
-Uj(y)
3y
D -

3ü
dV.
ay
3 J

Uj(y)ajj^(y)nj^ - Uj(y)ajj^(y)nj^ dSy ,

(2.5.2)

where V is the exterior domain of the flow bounded by the surface
S (the surface of the slender body) and u and ü are incompressible
velocity

fields.

If we let u and

p be the required

velocity

and

pressure fields (which satisfy the Stokes flow equations (2,1.4)) and
replace

and p with the fundamental solutions Gj^j(x,y) and Hj(x,y)

given by equations (2.1.6) and (2.1.7) (which satisfy equations (2.1.5) with
a unit force) we obtain, using the properties of the three dimensional
Dirac delta function, the following vector potential solution of the
Stokes flow equations,

c(x)Ui(x) =
-'S

~
^/Z^'^ijk^^-ZH^^y
^s

(2.5.3)

Here T^jj^ is the stress tensor for the fundamental solution given by
equation (2.1.9). We note than an alternative fundamental solution which
automatically satisfies certain boundary conditions (for example, the
image systems defined in equations (2.3.1) or (2.4.1) ) can also be used.
The first integral on the right of equation (2.5.3) is the single layer
potential which is continuous everywhere and the second integral is
the double layer potential which is discontinuous on the boundary S
(Ladyzhenskaya, 1963).

This discontinuity is realised in the function

c(x) which appears on the left hand side of equation (2.5.3) and is

defined by
'0
c(x) = I
.1
provided

the

boundary

S is

if

x^VUS

if x e S
if

X

smooth,

(2,5.4)

£V
Blake

(1975a) presented

an

alternative derivation of equation (2,5.3) using generalised functions
and extending the formulation to include multiple boundaries.

We note

that equation (2,5,3) is the usual starting point for the boundary
element method for Stokes flow problems (see Youngren and Acrivos,
1975),
When the boundary

S satisfies

the no-slip boundary

(for example, the surface of a particle translating

condition

in an infinite

fluid) it is easy to prove using equation (2,5,2) that the velocity
may be expressed solely in terms of the single layer potential (see
Ladyzhenskaya; 1963, Youngren and Acrivos. 1975),

Thus equation (2,5,3)

reduces to the expression.

Uj^(x) =

ûTjk^Z^^k^ij^^-Z^^^y '

(2,5,5)

S

We may interpret this representation as a distribution of stokeslets
over the surface of the body.
Let us consider a slender body of length 2ß and cross-sectional
radius ro (see figure 2,3,),

Following the procedure Used by Kussel

and Acrivos (1972) we expand the Green's function in equation (2,5,5)
as a Taylor series about the axis of symmetry of the slender body.

fig. 2.3 Coordinates for a slender body (S) in a volume of fluid (V).

This yields the equation

u^Cx) =

8

aGi.
j£_.(y3)Gij(x.y3) + D ^ j ( y 3 ) ^ ( x . y 3 ) + --- dy3

-Q

(2.5.6)

where
f j(y3) =

-271

(2.5.7)

is a centreline force distribution function and

f2R

^mj^ys^ =

ya^maOji.'^k ^o^Ys^dQ

(2.5.8)

is a distribution function for higher order singularities. We can see
that (2.5.6) represents a distribution of stokeslets and higher order
singularities along the axis of symmetry of the slender body.
The distribution functions f j , Kj^j, and so forth, may be obtained
by satisfying the boundary conditions on the surface of the slender
body.

This procedure leads t o a system of integral equations which

may be solved, by numerical techniques or, by seeking an asymptotic
expansion of the distribution functions, in terms of the parameter
ClnJ?/ao]~\

We note that this type of expansion will be non-uniform

if the ends of the slender body are blunt.

Tillet (1970) observed

that the bluntest ends for which it is possible to obtain a uniformly
valid asymptotic expansion are those which have prolate spheroid ends,
a

^

roCxs) ~ y d ±^3)2. Tuck (1%4) also noted that difficulties associated
with end effects are sometimes due t o a coordinate singularity and

may be avoided by employing prolate spheroidal coordinates (see also
Russel and Acrivos, 1972).
More recent developments in slender body theory include the study
of boundary effects on a slender body.

This topic is discussed in

detail in the next chapter together with new results for a slender
body moving near a flat interface.

In chapter 4 the conventional

slender body approach is modified in order to analyse the more difficult
problem of a slender body which is straddling an interface.

CHAPTER THREE

A Slender Body Near an Interface

3.1 lTitroduc±ioTi

The presence of boundaries in very low Reynolds' number flows exert
a

considerable influence on the rest

of the flow field.

This

is

because of the long range dissipation of velocity disturbances which
is characteristic of any flow where the inertial forces are negligible,
compared with the viscous forces.

Clearly, the study of the interaction

effects of boundaries, such as rigid walls or an interface between two
immiscible fluids, is of considerable interest to science and industry
as discussed in chapter 1.
There have been a number of studies concerning the motion of
particles in the presence of rigid plane wall boundaries.

Brenner

(1%2) obtained approximate expressions for the drag on a particle
moving near a rigid plane wall or a flat free surface: however these
results are only valid
from the boundary.

provided the particle is cctalarge distance

Blake (1974) and Katz. Blake and Paveri-Fontana

(1975) used slender body theory to analyse the motion of a slender
body very close to a rigid plane wall.

It remained for de Mestre

(1973) and de Mestre and Russel (1975) to provide continuity between
the above two limiting cases, for a slender body which is oriented
so that

its axis of symmetry is either parallel or perpendicular

to the wall, and where the distance of the slender body from the
wall is arbitrary.

An important point to come out of their analysis

is that slender body theory requires an additional distribution of
stokeslets directed normal to the direction of motion of the body

to account for the presence of the rigid wall.

The results of de

Mestre and Russel (1975) were later extended by Kussel et, al, (X377)
to include arbitrary orientation of the slender body with respect to
the wall.

These authors also obtained some very interesting particle

trajectories, for a slender body falling under gravity near a vertical
rigid wall, which exhibit glancing or reversing turns as the slender
body approaches the wall.
Recently, there has been considerable interest in the motion of
a sphere towards an interface between two immiscible fluids.

O'Neill

and Ranger (1979). Lee, Chadwick and Leal (1979) and Lee and Leal (1980)
have investigated the motion of translating and rotating spheres in
the presence of a flat interface.

These results have been extended

by Berdan and Leal (1982) who examined a perturbation of the flat
interface and its effect on the drag and torque acting on the particle.
Some numerical studies of this problem, using the boundary element
method, have also been carried out (Lee and Leal, 1982. Leal and Lee.
1982) where the interface is allowed to deform.

In the latter paper

the solution is advanced to the stage where the sphere is just about
to penetrate the interface.

Clearly, there is a need to investigate

the motion of other types of particles near an interface, and in
particular, in view of the wide range of applications mentioned in
chapter 1, to examine the motion of a slender body near this type of
boundary.
In this chapter we extend de Mestre's (1973) and de Mestre and
Russel's (1975) analysis from the rigid plane wall boundary to that of a

flat interface between two semi-infinite immiscible fluids of different
viscosities and densities.

We consider an axisymmetric slender body

oriented

interface and

parallel

to the

direction of the axis

of symmetry

moving

(i) axially

of the body),

(in

the

(ii) transversely

(in a direction normal to the axis of symmetry but parallel to the
interface), (iii) normal to the interface: and a slender body oriented
perpendicular to the interface and moving (iv) axially (and normal to
the interface), and (v) transversely.

We also refer the reader to

Yang and Leal (1983) who have generalised the results of this chapter
(and Fulford and Blake, 1983a) to include arbitrary orientation of the
slender body.
Using

centreline

distributions

of

stokeslets

and

higher-order

singularities we obtain asymptotic expansions of the force distributions
on the slender body for the above mentioned cases.

The perturbation

parameter is e = [ln2j?/ao]~\ where the length of the body is 2Q and
a length scale for the radius of the cross-section is aQ. with the
slender body approximation, ao «

From the force distributions we

can directly calculate the drag on the body and, in the case of motion
parallel to the interface the interface induced couple acting on the
body (where in the absence of this couple the interface induces the
body to rotate about its centre) is evaluated as a function of the
distance from the interface and the ratio of viscosities of the two
fluids.
In our theory we have assumed the interface to be perfectly flat
although, in practice, the motion of the slender body will distort

the shape of the interface.

However, we can find conditions under

which the interface deformation is sufficiently small that it may be
neglected.

Deformation of the interface is opposed by the action of

(i) a uniform inteirfacial tension r and (ii) a buoyancy force due to
a density difference p -p
the interface.

which balances the normal stress across

In chapter 2 we obtained conditions for the interface

deformation, due to a single stokeslet
(see equations 2.2.6 and 2.2.7).

of strength f, to be small

We carry out a similar analysis for

a slender body moving with speed U where we use ¡i\}Q as the force
scale and we introduce the length scale H where H is the distance
from the unperturbed interface to the nearest point on the slender
body.

We obtain the following conditions (corresponding to (i) and (ii)

above) for the steady-state interface deformation to ^(1):

...
(i)

(ii)

u\J
— =

o

H
8

J

(3.1.1)
H
U

It is clear from equations (3.1.1) that the flat interface approximation
is justified (even for close approaches of the slender body to the
interface) when the interfacial tension r or the density difference
(p - p) between the two fluids is very large or, alternatively, if the
slender body i's cct a sufficiently large distance from the interface. We
note however, that for motion normal to the interface,

interfacial

tension alone is not sufficient to restrict the interface deformation
and the much more difficult time dependent problem must be considered.

In this chapter we also evaluate the f i r s t order interface perturbation
to interface shape due to the motion of the slender body in cases
where a steady-state solution exists.

3.2 Force Distributions.

We consider a slender body of length 2Q and circular cross-section
with radius ro(x).

The maximum cross-sectional radius is ao.

We take

the midpoint of the body to be at a distance h from the interface.
Two extreme orientations of the slender body relative to the flat
interface are examined:
(i) parallel to the interface (see figure 3.1a).
(ii) perpendicular to the interface (see figure 3.1b).
Our theory considers the motion of a slender body in a semi-infinite
fluid of viscosity ^ and density p. above which lies a semi-infinite
fluid of viscosity jS and density p.

The two fluids are separated by a

flat interface, which we take to be the surface X3 = h (see figure 3.1).
A useful technique for solving problems involving Stokes flow around
a

body

is to

the body.

employ a distribution

of

singularities to represent

We have seen in chapter 2 that, for a slender body, an

approximate representation may be obtained from a line distribution
of stokeslets along the axis of symmetry of the body.

Appropriate

image singularities' may also be included

appropriate

which

enable

boundary conditions to be satisfied on some boundary surface.

Using

a centreline distribution, the velocity field around a slender body
of length 2S may be approximated by^

Ui(x) =

F.(s)G|.(x, s ) d s ,

(3.2.1)

(a)
Re'¿ion 2
Viscosity p
Density p
Flat interface

i

XI

Region I
Viscosity P
Density P

Cross-section

(b)

Region 2

Flat interface
Region I

A

X2
XI

-I

fig. 3.1 Illustration of the coordinate system for a slender body oriented (a)
parallel, (b) perpendicular to the interface.

where s measures distance along the centreline, F is the distribution
of force per unit length and G - is the Green's function (which may be
physically interpreted as the velocity component in the i-th direction
due to a unit point force acting along the j-th coordinate axis). As
discussed in chapter 2, the accuracy of this representation may. in
theory, be improved by including higher order singularities.
In order to apply slender body theory to this problem we require a
Green's function which automatically satisfies the boundary conditions
for a f l a t interface. These conditions are precisely that the normal
velocity of the fluid is zero and the tangential velocity and stress
are continuous on the surface X3 = h. From chapter 2: section 3. the
appropriate Green's function is,
for parallel orientation.
1 -X
lîTx

SKU

3kJ

R
hR.

R3

Ô.,

and for perpendicular orientation.
G,.. = 1
13 87t/U
+

R
(h - s) 2X
X+1

8 '
^i^kl

- s)R^ ^
^ RjRg 11 (3.2.2b)
R3
^
R3 .J

where X = ¡i/fi is the ratio of viscosities and the coordinate vectors r
and R are centred at the singularity and its image point respectively.

The unknown force distribution F(s) in (3.2.1) is determined by
imposing the remaining boundary condition, which is the no-slip boundary
condition on the surface of the slender body. We take the slender body
t o be moving through the fluid with constant velocity U. Substitution
of this condition into equation (3.2.1) yields a set of simultaneous
Fredholm integral equations of the f i r s t kind for the components
of F(s).

The surface of the slender body is parameterised using

cylindrical polar coordinates, where 4» is the polar angle.

On the

surface we have:
for parallel orientation.
r = (x^ - s, ro(x^) cos

ro(x^) sin 4>),

R = (x^ - s, ro(x-|) cos 4>, ro(x^) sin 4> - 2h)

(3.2,3a)

and for perpendicular orientation.
r = (ro(x3) cos 4>, ro(x3) sin 4>, X3 - s),
R = (ro(x3) cos

ro(x3) sin «í», X3 + s - 2h)

(3.2.3b)

Thus, after applying the no-slip condition, we may write equation (3.2.1)
in the following form:

Ui = Fj(x)

'H

Gj^-j(x.s)ds +

CFj(s) - Fj(x)]Gij(x, s)ds

(3,2.4)

-Q

where we have found i t convenient t o separate the dominant contribution
from the singularity.

This equation will be satisfied at all points

on the surface of the slender body.

To s o l v e f o r t h e f o r c e d i s t r i b u t i o n

F we t a k e advantage of

the

s l e n d e r n e s s of t h e s l e n d e r body by expanding t h e i n t e g r a l equations
(3.2.4) t o f i r s t

o r d e r in diQ/ê (and a l s o t o f i r s t

parallel orientation).

order in ao/h

for

There i s no r e s t r i c t i o n placed upon t h e r e l a t i v e

magnitude of h and j?. By averaging around t h e c r o s s - s e c t i o n of t h e
s l e n d e r body any remaining terms
conveniently eliminated.

involving

t h e polar angle

<>
i are

Formally t h e s e terms could have been cancelled

out (to ûidiQ/S)) by having o r i g i n a l l y included an a x i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of
p o t e n t i a l s o u r c e doublets of s t r e n g t h - ^2^0
r ^ F along t h e a x i s of symmetry
of t h e s l e n d e r body.
resulting

integral

Following t h e approach of B a t c h e l o r (1970) t h e

equations

are

solved by

seeking

an

asymptotic

expansion of t h e form

F(s) =

where e = Cln(2jP/ao)] \

+

+....

(3.2.5)

Clearly € i s a small parameter when Q-Q/Q i s small.

In t h e r e s t of t h i s s e c t i o n s o l u t i o n s f o r t h e f o r c e d i s t r i b u t i o n F(s)
to

û(€

corresponding t o p a r a l l e l

and perpendicular

orientation

and f o r motion of t h e slender body along t h e t h r e e coordinate axes,
are

presented.

Some o f the equations for paralLeL o r i e n t a t i o n were i n i t i a l l y derived
i n an honours project (Fulford, 1980) but are included here for
completeness.

(a) Parallel orientation - axial motion
We consider the slender body translating with speed U^ along the
K^-axis (i.e. in the direction of the axis of symmetry of the body.) De
Mestre and Kussel (1975) showed that the presence of a plane wall will
induce the slender body to rotate such that its leading end moves
away from the wall. We will assume that an external couple is acting
on the slender body preventing it from rotating.
evaluated in section 3.3.

This couple will be

The distribution of force F on the slender

body, correct to ¿7(e^). is given by

2
Fgix^) =

4

(3.2.6)

X) + ¿7(£2)

and the F2 component vanishes like ¿7(ao/J?). The effect of the interface
is contained in the terms E^, G-,, defined by.

ß
5 + x-i 1
_ X-1 2sinh ^ 5 - Xi+2sinh ^ J? +^Xi
^^'
E. =
R2
R2h
2h
X+1
i i
X+ 1

r _ 2h
^^"xTi

R-,

R2

- x^

J? + x^
^2

(ß - x.,)^ _ (ß + Xi)^
R?

R^

(3.2.7)

ihi
X +1

and we also have
R^ = (ß- Xi)2 + Ah^
(3.2.8)

and
S(x) = In ^^ " f f f ^ ' ' .
FoCxVao

(3,2.9)

In an infinite fluid only the component of F in the direction of motion
is required.

The presence of the interface necessitates the inclusion

of an additional distribution of stokeslets directed normal to the
interface, as was discovered by de Mestre and Russel (1975) for a plane
rigid wall.

This is due to an asymmetry in the normal component of

the velocity when the interface is present,

A normal reaction force

is required because of a difference in the normal velocity gradient
on either side of the slender body,

Cb) Parallel orientation - transverse motion
In this case the slender body is translating in the direction of the
x2-axis with velocity U = (0,02,0),

The force distribution Y2 correct

to Oiê') is

F2(X-|) = 471ÜU2£[I -£(s(Xi)+ I - iE2(x-,:X)|] +

(3,2,10)

where
JP - X^
2

X+1

.

_-} J? + X^ ^^ [' - X-,
X + ll,

J? + x^ ]
R2

We found that an additional distribution of stokeslets directed normal
to the interface is not required here since the normal force would
be acting over a length scale of ao and is clearly negligible.

Cc) Parallel

orientation

- normal motion

We consider the slender body moving in the X3-direction - i.e. towards
the interface with velocity

U = (0,0,1)3).

force distribution

is

found to be
+ ^1 - 1^E^ix^: X) [ +

FgCx^) = 4;i¿ÍU3£ 1 -

with
E3 = sinh

with

L^

J? + Xi

jP - X

Cm»

R

G-j defined previously

•

J? - Xi

Oith,

-

(3.2,11)

i? + X,
R,

R

2h

X+ 1
and

^

R2

2

in

(3.2.6).

2

p3
It

was found that

two

stokeslet distributions were required- one in the direction of motion.
(F3) and another in the x^-direction. (F-j). which models the 'squeezing'
effect

caused by the body moving towards the interface and thus

forcing fluid along the surface of the slender body.

(d) Perpendicular

orientation

- normal motion

The slender body is oriented perpendicular to the interface and moving
towards it with a velocity U = (0,0,113).

The force distribution is given

by
F3(X3) = 271/UU^£ 1

S(x^ )-l -4e4(X3:X)1-1 + û(e^)
J J
2 4

where
^ , 2h + J? - Xo
X 8j?(X3 - h)(hx3 - 2h2 + ê^)
= 2 In
¿ + -A
2h - JP - X3 1 + X C(X3 -2hf

(3.2.12)

(e) Perpendicular

orientation - transverse motion

We consider the slender body to be translating in the direction of the
x^-axis with velocity U = (U-j,0,0X

By symmetry this is also equivalent

to the body moving in the X2-direction.

The force distribution is

given by
F^Cxg) = AkuU^C [1 - cj SCxg) + I - lEgCxg! X) ]• J + ûieh

(3,2.13)

where
.2 .
'
i _1
2h + J? - Xo
X 4j&(X3 - hXhXg - 2h^ + r )
E^ =
In
:
^+
5 X+1
2h-jP-X3 1 + X
C(X3 -2hf -e^f
The force distribution F-, is not symmetric about the midpoint of the
body thus, in this case (as well as in (a) ), we have found it convenient
to nullify the interface induced rotation by imposing an external
couple on the body.
In figure 3,2 we have graphed the force distributions for a slender
prolate spheroid, corresponding to each of the cases above, (a)-(e).
We observe that for motion of the body parallel to the interface,
the region between the slender body and the interface is a region of
increased resistance to flow when X is large and decreased resistance
when X is small.

However for normal motion to the, interface this

region has increased resistance to flow for all values of X due to
the zero normal velocity boundary condition on the interface.

This is

evident in figure 3.2 where the force acting on the body is diminished
(from the force on a slender body in an infinite fluid) for X = 0 in the
parallel motion cases whereas the force increases for all the other
cases as the distance between the body and the interface increases.
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For

perpendicular

orientation

of

the

slender

body

the

force

distribution is an increasing or decreasing function of distance along
the axis of symmetry of the body, depending on the direction of motion
and X.

This is because a point on the body experiences a resistance

which is less in magnitude the further the point is from the interface.
For parallel orientation the force distribution is symmetric about
the origin.

When the body /sot®-large distance from the interface (h/i =

10) the force distribution is almost constant and the deviation from
the force distribution for a slender body in an infinite fluid is small.
Close to the interface, the resistance to flow changes dramatically
with distance from the interface and the force distributions
with distance along the axis of symmetry of the slender body.

vary
For

example, in the X = <*> limit in figure 3.2(aX the force distribution is
larger in the middle of the slender prolate spheroid where the surface
of the body is closer to the interface than at the endpoints.

The

converse is true in the X = 0 case where the resistance to motion
decreases the closer a point is to the interface.

3.3 The Interface Induced Drag and Couple

The drag on a slender body in the presence o£ a flat interface
can be calculated- for the examples discussed in section 3.2.

This is

achieved by integrating the force distributions over the length of
the body, i.e.
D=

•8

F(a)da.

(3.3.1)

-8

Care must be taken to ensure that terms of the form eE^ in F are

The drag on the slender body correct to Oip-) is given by the
following:
for axial motion.

D =

.

i = 1, 4

(3.3.2)

ln(2je/ao) + c* -

and for transverse motion.

D=

,

i = 2,3.5

(3.3.3)

lTi(2«/ao) + c* + 1 - lli

where c

is defined by

s
2

S(a)da.

(3.3.4)

This constant takes different values for different shaped bodies (e.g.
for a cylinder c* = -0.81. for a prolate spheroid c* = -0.5). The interface

effect terms (labelled

in equations (3,3.2) and (3,3.3) ) for the various

orientations considered in this paper are:
for parallel orientation.

^ 1
^

A+1

2sinh

-3

l + }¿

Ô

X +1

h

h' 1 +
2^2 i

X+1
X
X+ 1

2h

X-1 2sinh ^ ^ -2 1 +
lo =
h
2 " X+1

U =2sinh ^
^
h

+

,

(3,3,5)

1+

1+

and for perpendicular orientation.

h = .16h

+1 In 1 + ^

I

k +1 In
u U

In

.. jS
1+ i
h^

U

)

h ^

+1 ^ I
2X + l h

^^

h

(3,3.6)

2X + lh

It is noted that for X = <» the above results agree with de Mestre
and Russel's (1975) calculations for a rigid plane boundary.

The ''far-field" limit of these expressions is obtained by letting
9/h tend to zero (i,e. where the distance of the body from the interface
is much greater than the length of the body).

Then

-so-

li

X-1

2 1

+

0

J

? 'X-1
T - J
*I2
h Ix + i
I
3

X - 1

h U +1

I. = i

T

-

2 1
3X+1
1
3X+1

2

+

0

.h^J
.3 I
+ Û

X-1^ 2 1
+ O
U + 1 3 X +1.

X-1_ 2 1
h U + 1 3X+1
^

(3.3.7)

r

+ O

Both the X = « and X = 0 cases agree with Brenner's (1%2) results.
An interesting feature o£ these equations is seen by comparing
the relative magnitude of the drag on a slender body, in the presence
of a flat interface, with the drag in an infinite fluid (where the
drag coefficients can be obtained from equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) by
setting

equal to zero).

We can obtain the basic behaviour of the

drag by considering the far field limit (6/h « 1), where the effect of
the interface is minimal.

The drag is greater than for an infinite

fluid for all values of X in the case of motion normal to the interface,
but for transverse and longitudinal motion the drag is smaller for
values of X near zero and greater for large values of X. The critical
value of X where the drag is equal to the drag in an infinite fluid
occurs at X = |.

This result is the same as that obtained by Lee 6 ? t

âZ (1979) for the drag on a sphere in the presence of an interface.
Thus, if a particle is ^ta large distance from the interface, neither

the orientation or the shape of the particle strongly influence the
interaction of the interface with the particle.
For close approaches to the interface (ao«H«j?) the drag reduces
to

(3.3,8a)
^o

X+11

h

D2 =
A+1
^3 =

D4 =

2J

In^ + l n 2 - l

Sjl/iUgJ?
1 r, 2h +
• 1 _ 1^2 - 1
ao ^ ^ ^ ^
^ 2 A+1
471ÜU3J?
ini^ + c

^5 =

StiüU^jP

1 _A_

+ Û

+ Û

I

2 x+1

^ ^

(3.3.8b)

'h
UJ

(3,3.8c)

j

(3.3.8d)

h-Q
ê

+ û

)'

l

h-S
ë

(3.3.8e)

Equations (3.3.8a-c) are in agreement with the results of Katz, Blake and
Paveri-Fontana (1975) for X =

These authors also observed that the

force distributions and the dimensionless drag is independent of the
length scale S, This result is not true however for general X except
for normal motion in equation (3.3.8c) (see also Blake and Fulford. 1981).
For perpendicular orientations as h/j?->l (equations 3.3.8d-e), one end of
the slender body will be very close to the interface. End effects may
be important here and it is suggested that a surface distribution
of stokeslets might be employed to provide a more accurate modelling
of this case.
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the x-j-direction. The dashed lines are the near and far field asymptotes.
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(b) A comparison of the effects of orientation and ratio of viscosity.

The

dashed lines refer to parallel orientation and the solid lines to perpendicular
orientation.

Unprimed numbers are for

X = ~

and primed for

X = 0.

The

quantity H i s given by h for parallel orientation and h-JP for perpendicular
orientation.

Both the far-field and near-field approximations, together with
the drag on a slender body oriented parallel to a rigid plane wall
(X =

and moving in the x^-direction, are plotted in figure 3.3(a),

The near-field expression asymptotes t o the drag from below whereas
the far-field expression asymptotes from above.

This result applies

for all values of X and also for the other cases (a-e) considered
here.

The far-field expressions are seen to be quite accurate, down

t o about one body length away (h/8 = 2). and thus these expressions
can provide useful approximations in many situations.
In figure 3.3(b) we have plotted the drag on a slender body for each
of the five cases considered here (a-e), for X = 0 and X = «>. The interface
effect on the drag for the slender body oriented perpendicular to the
interface is less than that for the slender body oriented parallel
t o the interface (especially closer t o the interface) because more of
the surface of the body is further away from the interface.

One

notable result is the rapid change in the drag as the body gets
within half a body length from the interface. We can attribute this
result t o the existence of a planar ""lubrication" layer between the
slender body and the interface where the viscous dissipation occurs
mainly tangentially t o the interface.
It was pointed out in section 3.2 that an external couple needs
to be applied to a slender body to prevent it from rotating when
the body is moving in the x^-direction. parallel to the interface. We
refer t o this couple as the interface induced couple. It is a simple

matter to calculate the interface induced couple, T, directly from the
force distribution F by.

T=

jp

X , X F(a)da ,

(3,3.9)

where x^ describes a point on the surface of the slender body. Thus
the interface induced couple acting on the slender body to prevent
it from rotating, correct to

is given by:

(i) parallel orientation.
2

Ti = ARfiV^s^s'^ ^

r

2 1- 1+
X+1
h2j
v.

+

- 1

X+1 a + B^/hh^

!

(3.3.10)

+

and (ii) perpendicular orientation to the interface.
T2 =

2n2 i 2 'h
Ix + i .9 I

J

In

In \1-

Q I B

X 1+
X+1
.i2

,

In

-1

+ OCe"^),

h2.

The other components of the couple vanish like ¿PCqq/B),

(3,3.11)

Far-field

limits for these expressions are obtained by letting S/h 0. i.e.

T2 =

2n2

r 2/3 + X ^
I x + 1 J ..h^J

'2/5+X^
1
I X + 1 .Ih^ j

2/3-X

4/5-X
I X+1

I x+1

• +

0

'«6
(3.3.12)

••¥ 0

Ih^J

For parallel orientation. T^ is always positive for all values of
X and

h

(i.e. the

interface).
it

leading

end

of the body

rotates

away

from

the

From an analysis of equation (3.3,10). or from figure 3,4(a),

can be seen that

the couple acting

on the body diminishes

as

the distance from the interface increases (since at a large distance
from the interface the body will behave as if it were in an infinite
fluid).
zero.

Close to the interface the angular velocity

also tends

to

Thus T* attains a maximum for a given value of the distance

from the interface and the ratio of viscosities X. as illustrated in
figure 3.4(b).
For perpendicular orientation T^ tends to a finite limit as the
slender body moves closer to the interface (i.e. as H/S
the neglected end effects may be important here.

1). although

In the free-surface

case (X = 0) T^ < 0, while in the plane wall case (X = <») T^ > 0,

Clearly

for some intermediate value of X there exists a critical value of H
for which there is no rotation of the slender body in this particular
orientation.

In figure 3.5(a). the dimensionless interface induced couple

is plotted against distance from the interface for several values of X.
and in particular for X = 0.7. where the sign of the interface induced
couple changes with H/j?.

In figure 3.5(b). the ratio of viscosities as

a function of H/S for which T^ = 0 is illustrated.

The range of X for

which this change in sign of T^ occurs is very small, being between
^
3

and 4 In 2 - 2 (^ 0.773).

This result suggests

the possibility of a

capture region near an interface with an appropriate value of X.
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3.4 The First Order Interface Shape

In the previous sections of this chapter we considered a slender
body

translating 'near

immiscible fluids.

a flat

interface between

two semi-infinite

It was assumed that the interfacial tension of

the interface and the density difference between the two fluids are
sufficiently large that the interface may be taken to be flat as a
zeroth order approximation, as shown in chapter 2 for the interface
deformation for a single stokeslet.

In this section we calculate a

first order perturbation to the interface shape due to the motion
of a slender body in the lower fluid.
The first order interface deformation.

is obtained from equation

(2.2.10) in chapter 2:

-rV^ç^i^ +(p-

= [^33 - ^33 ] _
X3—0

(3.4,1)

where r is the interfacial tension and (p - p) is the density difference.
One approach to solving for K^^^ is to solve equation (3,4,1) directly after
first calculating the normal stress difference across the unperturbed
interface from equation (3,2,1) using the force distributions obtained
in

section

3,2.

The approach

we adopt

here however is

to take

advantage of the linearity of the equations of motion and of equation
(3.4.1) by superposition of the solutions for the first order interface
deformation for a single stokeslet and using the force distributions
from section 3.2 as weighting functions.

These solutions were obtained

by Aderogba and Blake (1978b) in terms of Hankel transforms.

Here,

for simplicity, we consider the two special cases, where r = 0 or where
P = 3, and we use only the

¿7(e) terms of the force distributions.

The general case can be obtained by numerical integration.
following,

our solutions for the first

In the

order interface deformation

are presented and in figure 3.6 we graph appropriate cross-sections
and three dimensional representations of the interface.

In

the three dimensional representations the interface deformation is
exaggerated to emphasise the main features of the deformation.

The

solutions are as follows:

(a) Parallel orientation - axial motion (r = 0)

(3,4,2)
i(e - X^f + X^ + h2]3/2

[(j^ +

+

+ h^]^

where
=

uUi£8

.
(/o - 3)gh^

(3.4.3)

The corresponding solution for a single stokeslet has the interface
raised in front of the stokeslet and depressed behind it.

When the

slender body is close to the interface the contributions from each
point on the slender body cancel each other out with the significant
deformation of the interface occurring near the endpoints of the body
(see figure 3.6a).

When the slender body is at a larger distance

from the interface the largest deformation of the interface occurs
at a point which is dependent on the distance of the body from the
interface; this is similar to the behaviour of the interface deformation
for a single stokeslet.

Cb) Parallel orientation - transverse motion (r = 0)

= So^h

3(0 - x^)

2xoh'

2n1/2

(S - x^)^

(Q + x^y

The three dimensional graph in figure 3.6(b) again shows that

(3.4.4)

the

interface deformation "mimics" the shape of the slender body when
the slender body is not too far from the interface.

úz^ Parallel orientation - normal motion (r = 0)

= d^eh

3(J? - x^)

2h'

i(ë - x^)^ +

+ h^l^^^

(j? - x^)'
i(S -

+

+ h2]3/2

US + x^)^ + x^ + 2n1/2
h^]
(9 + X-,)'
l(g + x^)2 +

+ 2n3/2
h^]

(3.4.5)

The interface deformation due to normal motion of the slender body
oriented parallel to the interface resembles a spike which is flattened
in the X2-direction.

The magnitude of the deformation is significantly

larger for similar values of h than for motion parallel to the interface.

Cd) Perpendicular

orientation - normal motion (r = 0)

= a .(h -

^
[(h -

+
+ 0^31/2

^
+

i
^ ^2^1/2 J

(3,4.6)

where
Si =

/uU. J?
^^

and

a^ =

(3,4.7)

Again, normal motion creates a larger interface deformation than does
parallel motion however the deformation is not as large as for normal
motion of a slender body oriented parallel to the interface since a
greater amount of the surface area of the body is further from the
interface.

Perpendicular orientation - transverse motion (r =0)
= s .(h

-(h-.)3

^

(hii^

1

The main contribution to the interface deformation comes from the
end of the slender body closest to the interface.

Consequently, the

interface deformation is more localised about the origin than when
the slender body is oriented parallel to the interface and moving
parallel to the interface.

Cf) Perpendicular

yd) _

_

orientation - transverse motion io - iS)

^ (h-mh-si^

-

_ (h + Q)i(h + Q)^ + a^f^^

o
a sinh

h-jg
a

+ a2sinh-liil^]}

(3.4.9)

where
^

r(h-9)

The interface deformation in this case is less localised about the
origin.

Figure 3.6e shows that a large

density difference is more

effective at restricting the interface deformation

interfacial

tension at a large distance from the disturbance.
In the limit as o ^ p the interface deformation for a stokeslet
directed

normal to

the

interface

(Aderogba and Blake, 1978b),

becomes logarithmically

singular

This is because interfacial tension which

acts tangentially to the interface cannot balance the normal stress
of the stokeslet if the interface deformation is to remain bounded
for a steady-state.

fig. 3.6 First order interface perturbation,

^^^ psrallel

orientation

In the 3-D diagrams 0 = 1 , h/S = 1 and the direction of motion of the slender
body is indicated.
(a-c)

In the cross-sections:

h/S = 10, Ô = 0.1, — -

h/ô = 1, Ô = 0.1,

h/S = 0.1, 0 = 1.
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fig. 3.6 First order interface perturbation,

for perpendicular

orientation

In the 3-D diagrams 0 = 1 , h/6 = 1 and the direction of motion of the slender
body is indicated. In the cross-sections:
(d-e) - - - h/j? = 10, 5 = 0.1,
(f)

h/j0 = 10, a = 0.1,

h/Q = 1, Ô = 0.1,

h/Q = 1, Ô = 0.1,

h/S = 0.1, 0 = 1.

h/Q = 0.1, B = 0.1.

3.5 Discussion

In

this

chapter

we have

considered

a

slender

body

which

is

translating near á flat interface between two immiscible fluids, where
the slender body is oriented so that its axis of symmetry is parallel
or perpendicular to the interface.
body,

translating

It was observed that a slender

parallel to the interface,

couple to be applied to it to prevent

requires an

external

it from rotating.

In this

section we examine the underlying physical principles which describe
the interface induced couple or rotation of a particle in terms of
a combination of two mechanisms which for a slender body correspond
to either parallel or perpendicular orientation.
When the slender body is oriented perpendicular to the interface
the body rotates in response to a viscous drag gradient along the
slender body (the force/unit length on one part of the body will be
different from that on another).

We have seen in section 3.3 that for

a free surface (X = 0) the existence of a substantial slip velocity on
the interface means that the viscous resistance will be smaller for
those parts of the body closer to the interface, and thus the body
will be induced to rotate in a clockwise direction.

The opposite will

be true for a rigid plane wall (X = <») owing to the absence of a slip
velocity on the interface.

We may also conclude from this explanation

that the magnitude of the interface induced angular velocity of the
slender body will decrease as the distance of the slender body from
the interface increases and that

the direction

of rotation might

change for given values of h and X.

These conclusions are confirmed

in figure 3.5, although it is difficult to quantitatively predict the
restricted range of values of X

0.66 - 0.77) for which the interface

induced couple is zero, observed in figure 3.5(b),
A completely different mechanism for interface-induced rotation
operates for the slender body oriented parallel to the flat interface,
due primarily to the zero-normal-velocity condition on the interface.
As the slender body moves forward, fluid will be pushed outwards and
away from the boundary at the front whereas, at the rear, fluid will
be pulled in towards the slender body.

This implies an asymmetry in

the component of the fluid velocity normal to the interface, which
indicates either a couple acting on the slender body or a rotation
such that the leading edge moves away from the interface.

Thus the

rotation will be in the same direction for all values of the viscosity
of the upper fluid (i.e. ranging from the free-surface case X = 0 through
to the rigid boundary X = «>).

This explanation is consistent with

figure 3.4(a). If the slender body is close to the interface, the fluid
flow in the region between the slender body and the flat interface
will be almost unidirectional (i.e. the normal velocity will be very
small) and thus the interface induced couple will tend to zero as the
slender body gets closer to the interface.
The problem of a sphere moving parallel to a flat interface was
studied by Lee et

al. (1979) (who assumed that the distance of the

sphere from the interface was large) and Lee and Leal (1980) (whose

solution was valid at all distances fForn the inteFface). These authors
suggested that the interface-induced rotation of the sphere was due to
the difference in velocity gradients above and below the sphere (this
is the mechanism that causes the slender body oriented perpendicular
to the interface to rotate).

Our results indicate however that the

second mechanism described above (associated with T^) would also affect
the rotation of a sphere.

When the slender body k cda large distance

from the interface (see equations 3.3,12) we note that for X = «> (a rigid
plane-wall boundary) the interface induced couples T^ and T^ acting
on the slender body are of opposite sign, whereas for X = 0 (a flat
free-surface boundary) they are of the same sign. From these results
we expect that for a sphere the contributions of these two couples
will cancel for X = <», leaving a term of O i ^ ) and for X = 0 thev will
n
a2
add together to give a- term of ûi^)

as was obtained by Lee et áZ

(1979), Thus it appears that the interface-induced rotation of a body
is made up of two separate rotation mechanisms, the combination of
which depends on both the shape and the orientation of the body.
We can use our results for a slender body, in particular figures
3,4(a) and 3,5(a), to gain some further insight into the interface-induced
rotation of a particle.

If a particle is close to the interface the

rotation will mostly be derived from the mechanism for perpendicular
orientation we have called mechanism 1 (since T^ is small) and the
direction of rotation will be dependent on the ratio of viscosities
of the two fluids (and there will exist some critical value of X

where the interface induced couple changes sign).

As the particle

moves further from the interface however, the mechanism for parallel
orientation will become more important, the contribution being in the
opposite direction to that induced by the mechanism for perpendicular
orientation X = OX and the critical value of X will increase.

This

result was also observed by Lee and Leal (1980) for a sphere but was
left unexplained.
Using

the

results
a flat

for

a

slender

perpendicular

to

qualitatively

some of the results

body

oriented

parallel

interface we have been able to

or

predict

of Lee and Leal (1980) for the

motion of a sphere near an interface.

This shows the importance of

orientation of a particle and gives us further insight into the motion
of a particle near an interface.

CHAPTER FOUR

A Slender Body Straddling an Interface

4.1 Introduc±ioTi

In this chapter we are concerned with the model problem of a slender
body which penetrates the interface between two immiscible fluids and
moves relative to the two fluids.

Both fluids are considered to be at

rest at a large distance from the body.

The purpose of this study is

to evaluate the force distribution acting on the slender body and to
analyse the interface deformation caused by the motion of the slender
body,

A preliminary analysis of this problem has been reported in

Blake (1984) however, in this chapter, we intend to carefully examine
the

contributions to the force from the interface and from those

parts of the slender body on either side of the interface.
This problem is of particular relevance to muco-ciliary transport
in the lung where a slender cilium may penetrate into a very viscous
-mucous layer (see chapter 1 and chapter 5 for detailed discussions).
It is also of interest to chemical engineers engaged in research in
the areas of sedimentation and enhanced particle recovery.
Investigations of problems where a body is straddling the interface
are few but do include that of Schneider et, sZ (1973) who found analytical
solutions for the rotational motion of a class of axisymmetric bodies
whose surfaces

are formed from two intersecting

spheres.

Ranger

(1978) also considered the motion of a thin disc which is straddling a
flat interface and moving either parallel or normal to the interface.
O'Neill and Ranger (1979) point out 4 M - one of the maior difficulties
associated with these type of problems is in deciding the appropriate

boundary conditions on the interface, especially in the vicinity of
the contact point of the interface on the surface of the particle.
Here we consider a slender body which is straddling an interface
and moving either parallel or normal to the interface.

We maintain

a fixed orientation of the slender body where the axis of symmetry
of the body is always perpendicular to the undisturbed interface.

In

principle, the model can be extended to arbitrary orientation but the
algebraic complexity will be immense although the simpler problem of a
slender body of arbitrary orientation entirely in one fluid has been
dealt with by Yang and Leal (1983). We develop a modified slender body
theory in which we define two perturbation parameters each of which
depends logarithmically on the length of the slender body which is
immersed in each fluid.
In section 4.2 we present the equations of motion for the problem
/

together with the boundary
A

linearisation

procedure

is

conditions for a deformable interface.
applied

to the

boundary

conditions:

resulting in the boundary conditions for a flat interface.

We show

that the linearisation procedure used is strictly valid for parallel
motion over the whole interface but for normal motion it is only valid
outside a drainage region near the interface-slender body contact
point.

In section 4.3 we obtain expressions for the force distribution

on the body using slender body theory.

If the interfacial tension

and density difference between the two fluids are very large then
most of the points on the slender body will "see'' a flat quasi-steady

interface.

We also consider a short time solution for normal motion,

where the normal stress is continuous across the interface, in order
to obtain a greater insight into the force distribution near where
the interface is in contact with the slender body.

Finally, in section

4.4, we use the linearised equations of section 4.2 and the results of
section 4.3 to obtain a first order approximation for the interface
shape.

4.2 Equations of Motion
Consider a slender body of t o t a l length j^+J of which a length ô
is immersed in a fluid of viscosity /U and density p and a length 9
is immersed in a fluid of viscosity ¡5 and density p (see figure 4,1).
The maximum cross-sectional radius of the slender body is ao which is
small compared to both ê and t We will assume t h a t the two fluids
are immiscible and separated by a sharp interface (denoted by the
function X3 =
X2,t) ). The slender body is maintained a t the same
orientation where the axis of symmetry is perpendicular t o the x-j-x^
plane. Two different motions are considered:
i. motion in the x^ direction with velocity U^ (parallel to the x^ -X2
plane) and
ii. motion in the X3 direction with velocity U3 (normal to the x^-x^
plane).
For an incompressible fluid flow, where the Reynolds' numbers are
sufficiently small, the equations of motion of the two fluids may be
reduced t o the Stokes flow equations and the continuity equation.
Vp=Av2u
V- u = 0

... upper fluid ,

Vd = V^U
... lower fluid .
V- u = 0

(4.2.1)

where u and p are the non-dimensional velocity and pressure fields in
the upper fluid, u and p are the non-dimensional velocity and pressure

(a)

upper fluid
viscosity
density

y
p

> x

lower fluid
viscosity
density

]i
p

(b)
Uinner drainage region

V

>

fig. 4-1 Coordinate system used for (a) parallel motion and (b) normal motion. In
(b) the inner drainage region is indicated.

fields in the lower fluid and X = ¡u/jti is the r a t i o of viscosities of
the two fluids. In chapters 2 and 3 we utilised the distance of the
particle from the unperturbed interface as the length scale but t h i s
y

is not available for t h i s problem. The appropriate scales used here
are U for velocity, S f o r the length scale and (S+ h/\J for the time
scale.
The motion of the interface in t h i s problem is much more complicated
than in chapters 2 and 3 since the interface is in contact with the
surface of the slender body and the interface deformation in some
areas may not be quasi-steady relative to the laboratory frame of
reference. We thus carry out the linearisation procedure used in
chapter 2 to obtain the zeroth order boundary conditions on the
interface when the interfacial tension and the density difference
between t h e two fluids are large. The boundary conditions on the
interface Xg =
X2, t), from chapter 2, are as follows:
u=u,
u • n = —=1
(aV* n +

(4.2.2)
,

(4.2.3)

= [o^^ - a ^ j j n j

(4.2,4)

where the unit normal to the interface n is given by
n=i l ^ .

(4.2.5)

The parameters a (the reciprocal of the capillary number) and B (the
ratio of the Bond number to the capillary number) are defined by

a =

fi

=

(4.2.6)

IJLU '

u\3

where r is the interfacial tension and p and o are the densities of
the two fluids. Note that

(p-p)>Q

for a statically stable interface.

Equations (4.2.1-4.2.6) together with the no-slip condition on the slender
body and a requirement that the velocity fields u and G are bounded
at infinity are sufficient to determine the velocity and pressure
fields in both fluids and the shape of the interface t at any time.
For parallel motion of the slender body the interface will reach
a steady-state, where

ot

= 0 at all points on the interface, hence

equation (4.2.3) reduces to
u - n = 0.

(4,2.7)

In normal motion, ot will never be zero at all points on the interface
since the fluid near the interface-slender body junction satisfies
the no-slip condition on the surface of the slender body (although
Davis, 1983 discusses moving contact lines where the no-slip condition
at the interface-slender body junction does not appear to hold on
a macroscopic length scale but does in fact hold on a length scale
comparable with the surface undulations of the body.) By considering
the velocity disturbance for a slender body moving in an infinite
fluid we deduce that the flow field is divided into an inner region

where u~ Ind and
(see figure 4,1b).

sind an outer region where u~ ^ and
An order of magnitude analysis of equation (4,2.3)

using equation (4.2,4) gives the ratio of the left hand side of (4,2,3)
to the right hand

side of (4,2,3) as dJi/d

in the outer region and

6j?/(dln(j?/d)j in the inner region where d is defined as

d = min

i i I
l.cr ' Ô J

(4,2,8)

and is a small parameter if either the interfacial tension or the
density difference between the two fluids is large.

Clearly then we

can neglect the ^ term in equation (4,2,3) in the outer region only,
8t
We note however that the inner region will be thin if d is small where
the fluid drains from the surface of the body fairly rapidly.
Following
perturbation

the

approach

expansion

used

of the

by

Lee

c?7. (1979) we

interface shape Ç in terms

seek

a

of the

composite parameter d for Ç and u in the form

u=

(4.2,10)

together with similar expansions for u. a^^ and Sj^-j. The zeroth order
terms of the boundary conditions

(4.2.2). (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) yield the

following:

a = 1.2

C4.2.11)

which cir© t o be s a t i s f i e d on the 0(1) approKimatioD for the interface
shape, X3 = 0.

These conditions are precisely those of zero normal

velocity and continuous tangential s t r e s s for a perfectly f l a t interface.
For normal motion, equations (4,2.11) are valid in the outer region,
however the expansion breaks down in the inner region since the
normal s t r e s s e s

become unbounded and K no longer remains small.

Alternatively, since a s t e a d y - s t a t e solution does not exist in the
inner region, we perform a small time expansion of equations (2.2-2.4)
which leads t o the following boundary conditions:
^(0) ^ (5(0)
i = 1.2,3

(4.2.12)

where the normal s t r e s s is continuous across the interface but the
normal velocity of the interface is not prescribed.

It is clear t h a t

the boundary conditions (4.2.12) must be regarded as an initial value
problem s t a r t i n g with Ç = 0 and using equation (4.2.3) t o calculate the
i n t e r f a c e déformation.

4.3 The Force Distributions

iTi this section we evaluate the force distribution acting on a
slender body that is penetrating a flat interface and moving with
constant velocity in the directions
i-

parallel to the interface (zero normal velocity boundary conditions)

ii.

perpendicular to the interface (zero normal velocity boundary
conditions and continuous normal stress boundary conditions).

This problem is modelled by employing a line distribution of Stokes
flow singularities (plus appropriate images) along the axis of symmetry
of the slender body.

We note that this formulation may be formally

derived from a surface integral solution of the Stokes flow equations
by carrying out a Taylor series expansion about the centreline of
.the slender body (see Russel and Acrivos. 1972 and also chapter 2 for
a detailed description of this procedure).

This approach leads to

the following integral representation for the velocity of the fluid
in each region:
for the lower region (xg < 0)

u^ix) =

•0

,
'Q ^
^
g1 .(x.s)F.(s)ds + Gt.(x. s)F-|(s)ds
iJ
J
Jo ^

(4.3,1)

and for the upper region (X3 > 0)

u¿(x) =

G? .(IL s)F.(s)ds +
13
3

G^ .(X. s)F.(s)ds

(4.3.2)

/S

where F and F are the force distributions on the slender body in
the lower and upper regions respectively.

The four Green's functions

which s a t i s f y the zero normal velocity boundary conditions (4.2.11) are
obtained from Aderogba and Blake (1978a) and are conveniently defined
as follows:

1-X

R
-sR,

R3 J
R^Rg i >

k I. R^
'j«

ha ^ ^i^o^- s

3r.

r^

1 . ( 4 . 3 . 3)

J J

SKuGf. = g?j(x „ s : X) = g?j(K. s. A""")
STiiG^. = gij(x.. s : X) = gV(x. s, X"'')

with r = (x^,

^^^ ^

^3+s). These Green's functions consist

of a stokeslet. an image stokeslet and higher order

singularities.

i

Additionally, the Green's functions which s a t i s f y the continuous normal
s t r e s s boundary conditions (obtained from Aderogba, 1976) are defined
as

j

j

1-X
1+X

J

R

1-X '
3Ri

R

R^ J J

2X

(4,3,4)

87tMG?j =

. s ; X) _= «2
gf^(x , s, X '),

StiSg^ =

-1s : X) _= g! .(X. s, X"').

The force distributions are obtained

by satisfying the no-slip

boundary condition on the surface of the slender body yielding coupled
integral equations for F and F,
a

procedure for

solving

these

In the following we will illustrate
integral

equations

for the case of

transverse motion of the slender body (in the x^-direction).
Consider the slender body moving in the x^ direction with velocity
U^,

We introduce the cylindrical polar coordinates ro and ^ to describe

the surface of the body so that

r = (ro cos

VQ

sin

X3 - s j
(4,3,5)

R = (ro cos

ro sin 4>, X3 + s j

and define the maximum cross-sectional radius as ao = max [ro(x3)].

It

is convenient to define the quantities

f=

871/LiU.

and

(4,3,6)

f =
8;it£U-

Thus by satisfying the no-slip condition on the surface of the body
in equations (4,3,1) and (4,3.2) and rearranging the terms so that the
dominant contributions from the Green's function (i.e. when X3 = s) have
been subtracted out we obtain the pair of eauations.

1 =f(x3)

'O

1
g^^(x3,s)ds+

r
T1
[f(s)-f(x3)Jg^^ds

'Ô

f(s)g^^(x3,s)ds ,
(4,3,7)

f(s)g^^(x3,s)ds +f(x3)

1=

Q -

g^^(x3.s)ds

f(s)- f(x3)

1.4

ds .

The other components of the force distribution vectors are negligible
compared to those in the direction of motion.

This, of course, will not

be true for an arbitrary orientation of the slender body where an
additional distribution of stokeslets and images corresponding to the
X3 -direction must be included.

We have also averaged equation (4,3,7)

around the circular perimeter to remove the 0 variation: to Û(Q.Q/Ô)
this is formally equivalent to including additional distributions of
potential source dipoles.

By carrying out elementary integrations we

can write
g]^ds = I +A-,(X3).

f

I +D^(X3)

(4,3,8)

-Ô

/N

where A^ and D^ are defined below.
and £ defined as

For a slender body ( r o « ^ . ^ ) . £

€ =

-1

log a
o

€ =

will be small pai^ameters.

log i

- n- 1

(4,3,9)

This suggests the following asymptotic

expansion:
(4,3.10)

where f^^^ is o(€) and f^^^ is oCeX Substitution of (4.3,10) into (4,3,7)
determines the appropriate dependence of f^^ and f

on £ and e

and leads to the following asymptotic approximations to the force
N
/
distributions F^ and F^ :

Fi(x3) = AKuli^eh

-

i£A^(x3)- |eB^(x3)]
(4,3,11)

F^CXg) = 47iiUi£ [l - ^eC^(x3)- |eD^(x3) j +

The ¿7(e) term'of the force distribution in the lower fluid is independent
of the influence of the interface and the upper fluid whereas with the
higher order terms the function A-, is identified as that component
of the force consisting of the interaction of the slender body with
the lower fluid and the interface while B^ is the contribution to the
force distribution in the lower fluid from the slender body in the
upper fluid. These functions are defined as
2X L-ih .
A-,(X3 J.X) = L-js + 1 -X Lit +
U+X.'
U
' 2X
-1 +X

(4,3,12)

where

roCxg)
hs

hi =

jg + X3 + R^

+ ln

' l l i L i Z s U l ' il ^
R0-X3 j 2

hH -

U11 =

1

1

4

Ri

R.

1
i
2^0

1. ^

~ ^3

21

5 - X3 ^ X3

-U

1^0

Rr\ —

+ ln

1

1
^2

^^

X3 ^ ^ - X3
R
R.
*

= -^3

- ^y

2
^ - ^3 , X3 —1_ r-

1
R^

^3

1
p3

and
=^3+^0
R^ = (X3 +

+ r^
(4,3.13)

r2 = (X3 -

+ r2

R2=(x3-i)2+r2

The terms L-,3, L-jj and L^j^ are the contributions from the stokeslets.
image stokeslets and higher order singularities in the lower fluid
respectively while U^j and U^j^ are the contributions from the image
stokeslets and the higher order singularities in the upper fluid to
the force distribution in the lower fluid.

The functions C^ and D^

for the force distribution in the upper fluid are defined by

(4,3,14)

A careful analysis of the terms in A^. B^, C^ and D^ show that as
X3 approaches to within ^(ao) of the interface CX3 = 0) some of these
terms become o \

.

.

The expansion is not strictly valid here

which may be interpreted as an end effect if we think of the one
slender body as two separate slender bodies joined at the interface.
For normal motion (zero normal velocity boundary conditions) the
force distributions are as follows:

F3(x3) = 271MU3£^l-|£A3(X3)-i£B3(x3)
(4,3.15)
/2
F3(X3) = 27iSU3£ 1 - |£C3(X3) - |£D3(X3) + o{€

where Rq, R-],

^^^

defined in (4,3.13) and

A3(X3.5.X) = L3S-L3I + } ^ ] I ^ H
B3(X3,5,X)=

with

.EE)

2X

i.U3HJ

(4,3,16)

Lgs = -4 In
L3J =21n

+ 21n

Jp - X3 + R9

= X.

U3H = -^3

R2
1

1

-Xr

J? + X3 + R^
V.

a

>=3
Ro

! Xo + Jp Xo ^
R.
R.

+ 21n

R2 .

e -•

^3

R:

^3 - r ^
R:

1
1^0

1
^

-X'

^3

R:

R0 J

We also include the expressions for the force distributions for normal
motion with the continuous normal stress boundary conditions (obtained
from the Green's function in equation (4.3.4)).

The form of the force

distribution is identical t o (4.3.15) with

' 2X '
'1 -X
L31
+
.1 +X J ^3H
-l+X J
B3(x3,J,X) =

2X
1+XJ

(4.3.17)

(Uai)

where
U3j=:21n

X3 ^ ^ - X3
R'
RR

The force distributions for parallel and normal motion with the
zero normal velocity boundary conditions simplify considerably when
ß =Q where the forces become directly proportional t o the viscosity of
the fluid in which t h a t part of the body is immersed and independent
of the viscosity of the other fluid - the force distributions take

on the functional form

(4.3,18)
F3(X3) = 2ÄJUU^F3(X3).

F3(X3) = 2;iiU3 F* (-X3)

where the functions F* and F* are independent of X.

This result does

not arise for the continuous normal stress boundary conditions.

For

a body which is translating in a single infinite fluid (in Stokes flow)
dimensional analysis shows that the velocity field is independent of
the viscosity

of the surrounding

fluid whereas the pressure field

and force on the body are proportional to viscosity.
plane is a plane of symmetry of the body then

If the

the velocity

field

above this plane is simply a reflection of the field below the plane
(if

the

body

is

moving

normal

to

the

plane

we must

also

employ

.reversibility of the Stokes flow equations for this to be true).
zero normal velocity boundary

conditions

The

(4.2.11) are independent

of

viscosity and are automatically satisfied on the plane of symmetry.
Also by symmetry the tangential rate of shear is zero.

Thus, without

loss of generality we may consider the two regions to be fluids of
different

viscosities

and

so the

force

will be proportional to the viscosity
hand, the

continuous normal stress

on the body

of that fluid.

boundary

in each

fluid

On the other

conditions

(4.2.12) are

i

not independent of viscosity (since the continuity

of normal stress

involves pressure) so the image velocity fields will not satisfy these
boundary conditions automatically for general X.

Thus the velocity

field and the force on the body in one fluid will be dependent on the
viscosity of the other fluid.

One may also argue this result using

the reciprocal theorem.

For parallel motion, when ^ = u (X = 1). we can consider the slender
body to be moving in an infinite fluid since symmetry implies that the
zero normal velocity boundary conditions are satisfied automatically.
Since F*
X.

is independent

Substitution

of X this determines F^ for all values of

of the appropriate values into (4.3.12) does in fact

yield the infinite fluid force distribution, correct to
is

illustrated

in figure 4.2 for a

slender

the force distribution is constant.

¿7(aQ/SX

This

prolate ellipsoid

where

However, for normal motion (zero

normal velocity boundary conditions) the X = 1 case does not reduce to
the corresponding infinite fluid result because there is an implied
distribution of normal stress which is acting on the fluid to maintain
the boundary

condition

of zero normal velocity.

force distribution for S =Q is plotted.

In figure 4.2 the

The force distributions, for

normal motion, become unbounded near the interface which is due to
the

inconsistency

normal velocity

of

the no-slip boundary

condition

and

the

zero

condition near the slender body-interface junction.

We have also plotted the continuous normal stress force distributions
for

normal motion

stress
slender

in

figure

4.2.

We expect

the

continuous

expressions to be a more accurate representation
body-interface

junction

but

further

away

the

normal

near the

zero normal

•35lower

IH

fluid

upper

•30 H
normal motion

m
C
O
•H
•p
•H
-P
W
•H
nd
0)
u
O
4-)

fluid

•25
normal motion
•20-1

X

f i g . 4.2 Force d i s t r i b u t i o n on a slender prolate e l l i p s o i d (Qq = 0.01) with 8 =]^s-I.The
solid lines correspond to the zero normal velocity boundary conditions (normal
and p a r a l l e l motion for

a l l values of X) and the broken lines correspond

to normal motion with the continuous normal stress boundary conditions with
X = 100,

X = 1 and

X = 0.01.

velocity solutions will be more valid since they are consistent with
quasi-steady motion.
When U tit it is useful to analyse the force distribution in the
lower fluid in terms of the separate contributions from the interface
and from that

part

of the slender body in the upper fluid.

For

parallel motion the results of Fulford and Blake (1983a) and chapter 3
show that for large values of X the presence of the interface causes
the force distribution to be an increasing function of X3 while for
small values of X it is a decreasing function of X3.

Near a more

viscous boundary the stresses will be larger, hence the resistance to
motion will be greater.

This effect is realised in the image stokeslet

distribution which is multiplied by the factor (1-X)/(1+XX

The dominance

of the image stokeslet distribution also implies that the interface
contribution will be positive for large values of X and negative for
small values of X,

The contribution to the force distribution from

the body in the upper fluid (the term B^) is multiplied by the factor
-2X/(1+X): thus for large values of X the contribution will be negative
and will tend to zero for small values of X,

We can identify the

terms L^j and U^j as the dominant terms in A^ and B-^ respectively.
When jP»J? we find that L^j and U^j are of the same order near the
interface but further away L-,j is larger than U^j by almost an order
of magnitude.

Obviously the contribution from B^ is only significant

near the interface.

This is clearly illustrated in figure 4.3 where

away from X3 = 0 the force is increasing for X = 100 and decreasing for
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fig. 4.3 Force distribution on a slender prolate ellipsoid (Qq = 0.01) moving
parallel to the interface with S = 1.6 and ^ = 0.4 for various values of X
indicated on the diagram.
dashed lines.

The shielding region is indicated between the

X = 0.01, however close to the interface the force is decreasing for
all values of X.

This suggests that the interface has a shielding

effect on the two fluids where the influence of the body in the upper
fluid on the lower fluid is confined to some region near the interface.
We also note that for the slender body depicted in figure 4.3 the
contribution from the long part of the body in the lower fluid will
have a greater influence on the force on the short part of the body
in the upper fluid.
The interface contribution to the force distribution in normal
motion (zero normal velocity boundary conditions) is also dominated by
the image stokeslet distribution however, the coefficient of this term
is -1 (since the zero normal velocity boundary condition requires a
stokeslet of equal and opposite strength to balance the infinite flux
of the original stokeslet).

This means that the X dependence of the

interface contribution is contained only in the higher order terms and
so the contribution to the force will always be positive.

Furthermore

the contribution from the body in the upper fluid also depends only
on higher order terms and will not be very significant.

The weak X

dependence of the force distribution for normal motion (zero normal
velocity) is evident in figure 4.4.

We also note the singular nature

of the force distributions near X3 = 0 due to the inconsistency of
the zero normal velocity condition on the interface and the no-slip
condition on the slender body.
In figure 4.4 we have graphed the force distributions for normal
motion

(continuous

normal stress

boundary

conditions).

Since the
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fig. 4.4 Force distribution on a slender prolate ellipsoid (a© = 0,01) moving normal
to the interface with Q = 1,6 and I = 0.4. The solid lines correspond to the
zero normal velocity boundary conditions (where X is indicated on the diagram)
and the broken lines correspond to normal motion with the continuous normal
stress boundary conditions with
A =100, - — * - X = l and
X = 0,01.

singularity

structure of the Green's function is similar t o

that

for parallel motion it is not surprising that the behaviour of the
force distribution is also qualitatively the same as in figure 4.3.
We anticipate that these force distributions might be a reasonable
approximation to the force distributions in the inner drainage region
where the interface which is attached to the surface of the slender
body is continually being deformed due to the movement of the slender
body.
We have observed a shielding effect in each of the parallel motion
(zero normal velocity), normal motion (continuous normal stress) and
normal motion (zero normal velocity) cases where the presence of the
interface lessens the influence of the motion of the body in one fluid
on the force acting on the body in the other fluid.

Calculations

indicate that the shielding effect is stronger for normal motion (zero
-normal velocity) than the other cases and consequently the shielding
zone is of narrower width.

We can attribute this to the fact that

the zero normal velocity boundary condition on the interface allows
only the tangential components of any velocity disturbance to be
transported across the interface.

4.4 Interface Shapes

In this section we use the normal component of the stress boundary
condition (4.2.4) to calculate the 0(d) approximation to the interface
shape when the slender body is moving parallel to the x^-x^ plane.
Thus the equation for

(in dimensional form) is (from chapter 2,

eauation 2.2.10)

X3=0

(4.4.1)

where r is the interfacial tension and Lp is the density difference
P-/0.
Using the force distribution (4.3.11) and equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2)
the normal stress difference (to O(e.h) evaluated on the plane Xg =0
is given by

L<^33 "<^33 JX3=0 =

'

I H(a.
^

- AH(a. 6) I cos <P

(4.4.2)

where
^ -3/2
mo J )

with a^ = x^ +

^^^

= I

~

parameter A is the ratio of

moments in each fluid about X3 = 0 and is defined by

(4.4.3)

A =X
f e

A critical role is played by A in determining whether the interface
is pushed up or depressed immediately in front of the moving slender

body.

Substitution of equation (4.4.2) into equation (4.4.1) yields an

inhomogeneous modified Bessel's equation where the bounded solution
is given in integral form as

H*(a,J?)-AH*(a J ) j cos

(4.4.4)

where
*

H (<7j) =

+ A/og/r

df

(4.4.5)

and d = fjieH^/r.
In the limiting case of zero density difference between the two
fluids (Ap = 0) H reduces to the closed form

H*(<7, J?) = i 1 -

+¿

sinh-^(^/a)

(4.4.6)

In figure 4.5 we have graphed a three dimensional representation of
the interface deformation, K^^^ obtained from equations (4.4.4) and (4.4.6)
when J? =

The A = 0 example corresponds t o a free surface and in

this case the free surface is pushed up in front of the slender body.
By performing a simple desktop experiment, where a needle is dragged
through a glass of honey, we can qualitatively confirm the above
approximation in figure 4.5(a). In the A=/OOexample the interface is
drawn down in front of the body. An intermediate case is considered
in the final example of figure 4.5 where only the tip of the slender
body penetrates the interface and A = 0.1. Away from the slender body

fig. 4.5 Three dimensional representation of the steady-state f i r s t order interface
deformation

In (a) JP =

A = 0, S * = 1, i n (b) J? =

= 0.01 and in (c) S = 1.6, ^ = 0.4, A = 1,

= 1.

A = 100,

the interface behaves like the free surface example (A = 0) and is
pushed up in front of the slender body however, close t o the body,
the tip of the body dominates the normal stress difference and the
interface is depressed in front of the slender body.
The solution

for the

other

limiting

case (r = 0) is

directly

proportional to the normal stress difference given by equation (4.4.2)
and is singular as a^O. This is because there is a boundary region
near the interface-slender body junction where the curvature of the
interface is so great that the interfacial tension cannot be neglected.
Also, the behaviour of the contact angles must be taken into account
in this region.

4.5 Discussion of Results

In summary, we have obtained asymptotic approximations to the
force distributions acting on a slender body which is straddling a
flat interface between two viscous fluids and moving either parallel
or normal to the interface.

When an equal length of the body is

immersed in either fluid and the interface is stationary the force
distributions

are proportional to the viscosity

of the respective

fluid and for parallel motion in particular the non dimensional force
distribution reduces to the corresponding force distribution for a
slender body translating in an infinite fluid.

In the more general case

when the lengths are not equal we observed a shielding region about
the interface.

Outside this region the influence on the force due to

that part of the slender body in the other fluid is minimal.

Finally,

we calculated the steady-state first order interface deformation for
parallel motion. We noted that whether the interface is pushed up or
drawn down in front of the moving body is governed by a parameter
which is the ratio of moments acting on the slender body in the two
fluids taken about the interface.
For normal motion the steady-state flat interface approximation
is only valid outside a drainage region where the velocity decays like
the reciprocal of the distance from the body.

Inside this region the

(

bulk of the fluid moves at nearly the same velocity as the slender body
due to the no slip condition on the surface of the body.

Consequently

we would expect that the force distribution derived for a zero normal

velocity f l a t interface will be close t o the force distribution for
the deformable interface provided the drainage region is very thin.
This solution would also be a good approximation if movement of the
contact angles, relative to the surface of the slender body, occurs
(see Davis, 1983).
We might anticipate that a point on the surface of the slender
body which is not too close would '"see" a flat interface with zero
normal velocity and that the corresponding solution for the force
distributions would be appropriate for this point. We also postulate
that for a point on the slender body which is close to the interface
the force distributions for the continuous normal stress boundary
conditions would be a better approximation than the force distributions
for the zero normal velocity boundary conditions since this point
would be sensitive t o the motion of the interface.

This could be

verified by considering a time dependent boundary element approach
to the problem similar to that employed by Leal and Lee (1982).

CHAPTER FIVE

Applications of Slender Body Theory to

Muco-ciliary Transport

5.1 Introduction

Muco-ciliary clearance is primarily responsible for the removal of
mucus and cellular debris from the lung, with the mucus serving as a
protective barrier against dust, bacteria and other foreign particles.
The airways of the lung are lined with a dense mat of cilia which beat
back and forth in a coordinated wave and propel an overlaying layer of
mucus towards the oesophagus.

Foreign particles, which stick to the

free surface of the mucus, are thus removed from the lung.
of

the muco-ciliary

clearance system due to either

Failure

malfunctioning

cilia or a change of the physical properties of the mucus results in
inefficient particle transport and may cause permanent damage to the
airways of the lung.

Despite a number of experimental studies and

some theoretical investigations the mechanical coupling of the mucus
and the cilia is still rather poorly understood.
Mucus

is

a

long

sticky,
chain

nonlinear,

glycoproteins

viscoelastic
and

salts

secretion
in

a

composed

mainly

of

suspension

of

water.

Extensive experimental studies of the chemical composition and

rheological structure of mucus have been carried out (see Meyer and
Silberberg, 1978) and it has also been suggested CLitt. 1970) that large
relaxation times for mucus are needed for efficient mucous transport.
Nevertheless, Verdugo (1982) suggests that there is still a great deal
of uncertainty as to the applicability of these findings in vivo.
Scanning electron microscopy studies of rabbit tracheal epithelium
(Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981) support the concept of a two layer muco-

ciliary transport system.

The lower layer in which the cilia beat is

known as the periciliary layer (or sometimes the serous layer) above
which lies the mucous layer (see figure 5.1). Mucus is secreted by goblet
cells which are interspersed amongst the ciliated cells.

It is thought

that droplets of mucus released from these cells are drawn out into
long strands by the action of the cilia beat forming a "raft" of mucus
above the cilia (Sleigh, 1981).

Furthermore, Sade. Eliezer. Silberberg and

Nevo (1970) argue that any of the long chain glycoproteins left above
the goblet cells would be too large to physically fit into the spaces
between the cilia in the periciliary layer.

The periciliary layer is.

under normal circumstances, a Newtonian fluid with a dynamic viscosity
similar to that of water

kgm~^ s~^). whereas the mucous layer has

a viscosity coefficient several orders of magnitude higher.

Clearly,

a fundamental problem in muco-ciliary transport is to determine the
mechanism for transferring the stress generated by the cilia in the
periciliary layer to the mucous layer.
Cilia are thin flexible, hairlike structures
many
in

self

propelling

multicellular

protozoa

animals

where

(e.g.
they

Opalina.
perform

which are found on

Paramecium)
a

number

and
of

also

diverse

physiological functions such as. for example, mucous transport in the
lung, ovum and sperm transport in the oviduct of the female, sperm
transport in the ductus efferentes of the male and circulation of the
cerebrospinal fluid in the ventricles of the brain.

In this chapter we

will focus our attention on respiratory tract cilia used for transport

Larynx
Trachea
Pleura
Main Bronchus
Bronchioles

air

mucous layer
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fig. 5.1 Schematic illustration of the muco-ciliary system in the lung.

of mucus.

The internal structure of cilia on micro-organisms is very

similar to that of cilia lining the respiratory tract of air breathing
vertebrates, where the movement of a cilium is caused by the relative
sliding

of

adjacent

filaments

Satir, 1974, Sleigh, 1977).

in

the

9 + 2 fibril

structure

(see

Cilia in the lung are much shorter (with

lengths approximately 5-6 fjtm) compared to water propelling cilia on
micro-organisms (10-20 ^im) while both types of cilia have approximately
the same cross sectional diameters (0.2 am). This may be because the
lung cilia are subjected to much greater loads when they come into
contact with mucus.

Lung cilia also occur in much higher densities

on the epithelia of the airways of the lung (8 cilia/jum^ or 200 cilia
per cell. Sleigh, 1982).
Recently, Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) have observed the cilia beat
cycle in the rabbit trachea using high speed cine-photography and
scanning

electron microscopy.

consisting

of a fast

The beat

cycle is three dimensional,

effective stroke in which the cilium is fully

extended and rotates in a vertical plane about its base and a slower
recovery stroke in which the cilium bends closer to the epithelium and
rotates in a clockwise direction back to the starting point of the
effective stroke.
stroke.
the

By

cilium

Fluid is propelled in the direction of the effective

moving close to the
is

able to take

epithelium in its recovery

advantage

of the

lower relative

stroke
fluid

velocities due to the retardation of the flow because of the no-slip
boundary

condition on the epithelium surface.

A similar cilia beat

cycle has also been observed by Marino and Aiello C1982) for the human
lung.

Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) also observed a rest phase which

took place at the completion of the effective stroke: the purpose of
this rest phase is not entirely clear. Sleigh (1977) reports that the
cilia beat frequency varies from approximately 7 Hz in the peripheral
airways t o about 22 Hz in the trachea,

Sanderson and Sleigh (1981)

compared the cilia frequencies in the range 13 Hz to 25 Hz and observed
that the relative proportion of the active part of the cycle occupied
by the effective stroke remains approximately constant (20-30%). The
relevant data on cilia which we later use in our models of muco-ciliary
transport in the lung is neatly summarised in Table 6.1 at the end
of this section.
Cilia occur on the surfaces of protozoa and on respiratory tract
epithelia where they are arranged in rows across and along the
surface.

The activity of adjacent cilia are coordinated so that they

beat in phase along one direction, known as the line of synchrony, and
a wave of ciliary activity passes along the direction which is at right
angles t o the lines of synchrony, known as the lines of metachrony
(see Sleigh, 1971, Blake and Sleigh. 1974).
metachronal waves.

These waves are known as

A patch of cilia exhibiting metachronal waves

would look something like a field of wheat over which wind is blowing.
Through the coordination of their cilia beat, ciliated organisms are
able to achieve higher velocities of propulsion than would otherwise
be achieved by the "sum" of individual cilia. Indeed. Brennen and Winet

(1977) suggest that ciliary systems evolved from flagellates because
the beneficial hydrodynamic effects of the interaction of the cilia
with the mean flow enabled them to become more competitive.
In the lung metachrony is not thought to be as well developed as
in water propelling cilia (perhaps because they are shorter in length),
nevertheless, metachronal waves with wavelengths of about one cell
width, extending over several cells, have been observed (Sanderson and
Sleigh, 1981),

The wave appears to exhibit an antiplectic bias where

the wave moves in the opposite direction to the effective stroke.
Other factors which may affect muco-ciliary transport in the lung
include gravity and interaction with the air flow associated with
breathing.
gravity

Blake (1975b) pointed out that

is negligible but

increases

above lO/^^or

if

if the depth
the

viscosity

under normal conditions

of the periciliary
of

the

periciliary

layers
layer

decreases (such as in chronic bronchitus) then gravity is important.
Blake (1975b) also pointed out that airflow contributions to mucous
transport will be important only in the trachea onJlin the first few
generations of the

lu^n^.

Of course, when the muco-ciliary system

fails, mucous clearance may be achieved by the cough reflex.
In experimental studies (King
absence
rates.

of m a c u s

ÛÛ, al

leads to greatly

1974. Silberberg, 1982) the

diminished particle

transport

When mucus, or some other substance with similar rheological

properties, is restored the particle transport rates return to normal.
This supports the conjecture that the cilia tips penetrate the ^ U C C J U ^
layer during their effective stroke and that interaction of the cilia

tips with the mucus is the main mechanism through which energy from the
cilia beat is transferred to the mucus.

Scanning electron microscopy

photographs of sections of rabbit trachea (Sanderson and Sleigh 1981.
Sturgess, 1977) show that the cilia tips are certainly

close to the

mucus layer during the effective stroke but do not conclusively prove
that the cilia do penetrate the mucous layer.

However, more recent

experiments using fluorescent tracers (Winet et. al, 1983) do not support
the hypothesis that ciliary contact is necessary for mucous transport.
Clearly, a fundamental and controversial question for researchers in
muco-ciliary transport today is to determine whether cilia penetration
into the mucous layer is essential for mucous transport.

If it is.

then we also question whether the interaction of the cilia tips with
the mucus is important or whether the presence of the mucus somehow
crucially alters the beat pattern or metachronism of the cilia.

Using

a mathematical model of the muco-ciliary transport system in the lung
we intend to resolve several of these questions.
Due to the thinness of both the periciliary layer and the mucous
layer

(under

normal

conditions)

compared

to

the

diameter

of

the

airways most theoretical investigations of muco-ciliary transport in
the lung have employed a planar approximation.

Additionally,

since

the Reynolds' number and the oscillatory Reynolds' number are both
very small (typically ^(10~^)), the governing equations of motion are
the Stokes flow equations.

An early analytical model of muco-ciliary

transport (Barton and Raynor, 1967) used an idealised cilia beat cycle

where each cilia is represented as a rotating rigid rod and the rod is
taken to be shorter in the recovery stroke, thus producing movement of
fluid in the direction of the effective stroke.

The flow in the mucous

layer (which is taken to be a variable viscosity Newtonian fluid) is
driven by the average shear stress on the periciliary layer-mucous
layer

interface.

Although

the

flow rates predicted

by this

model

tended to agree quite well with experimental observation the model
failed to incorporate the essential mechanical principles of ciliary
motion, (Blake, 1975b).
Ross (1971) developed a model of muco-ciliary transport using the
envelope approach (where the tips

of the cilia are replaced by an

impermeable wavy sheet) and by approximating the mucous layer as a
Maxwell viscoelastic fluid.

Unfortunately, the envelope approach is not

suitable for a ciliary beat which exhibits an antiplectic metachronal
wave (see Blake, 1972). More recently, a model of muco-ciliary transport
has

been developed by

cilia are modelled by
They may be located
layer.

Liron and

Rozenson (1983) where the beating

stokeslets located at

the tips of the cilia.

in either the mucous layer or the periciliary

This model predicts enhanced transport rates when the cilia

penetrate

the

mucous

layer,

however

this

model, like the

envelope

model, is unrealistic since it fails to account for the resistance due
to the cilia sublayer,
A model of ciliary propulsion for micro-organisms, known as the
discrete cilia-sublayer model, has been developed by Blake (1972).

In

this model an infinite array of cilia are distributed over a plane, where
each cilia is modelled by a centreline distribution of stokeslets. The
mean velocity (as a function of K3) is obtained by suitable averaging
in the X-, and X2 directions and the force acting on the fluid due to
each cilia is approydmated using Gray and Hancock (1955) resistive force
theory.

This approach was later used by Blake (1973) and Blake (1975b)

for muco-ciliary transport, however the model did not

incorporate

penetration of the cilia tips into the mucous layer and there was
at the time insufficient data for the cilia beat cycle in the lung.
Liron and Mochon (1975) improved the discrete cilia-sublayer model by
averaging only in the

-direction and solving for the force on the cilia

directly from the resulting integral equations.

With this procedure

the interaction effects of all the other cilia on the force on each
individual cilia are automatically taken into account.

Unfortunately,

the algebraic complexity of Liron's approach renders it extremely
difficult t o apply to muco-ciliary transport in the lung with its two
layers of fluid of different viscosity. In the continuum cilia sublayer
model (also known as the traction layer model) developed by Keller, Wu
and Brennen (1975) the cilia are modelled by a continuous volume force
distribution.

By Fourier analysing the volume force distribution this

model can account for the high oscillatory velocities in the lower
part of the cilia sublayer.

However, it appears that their ^pigeon-

hole' averaging technique may not adequately discriminate between the
effective and recovery strokes of the cilia and thus their model

predicts excessive oscillatory velocities in the upper part of the
cilia sublayer, contrary to observation. A simplified version of the
traction layer approach has been used to model muco-ciliary t r a n s p o r t
in the lung (Blake and Winet, 1982) although t h i s model uses only an
idealised cilia beat p a t t e r n such as t h a t developed by Barton and
Raynor (1967).
In t h i s chapter V7e will apply the Blake discrete cilia-sublayer
model to muco-ciliary transport in the lung where we will assume
t h a t the cilia are beating in a Newtonian periciliary layer above
which lies the mucous layer which we will take to be a much more
viscous Newtonian fluid. In previous models of ciliary t r a n s p o r t in
micro-organisms (Blake, 1972) this approach yields velocities in the
upper p a r t of the cilia sublayer which are comparable to those observed
experimentally. In section 5.2 we will use recent data to obtain several
representations for the cilia beat cycle. Section 5.3 will outline the
development of the cilia sublayer model for muco-ciliary t r a n s p o r t
while in section 5.4 we will extend this model t o include penetration
of the cilia t i p s into the more viscous mucous layer. In section
5.5 some of the implications of the results of both these models are
discussed.

Table ¿T. 1

Summary of data for cilia in the lung,

a
o

0.1 ym

length of cilia

L

6 ym

beat frequency

f

15 Hz

cilia spacing

a,b

metachronal wavelength

Na

cross-sectional radius

0.3 ym
30 ym

Cilia Beat Cycle

A realistic model of the muco-ciliary transport system must include
an accurate representation of the cilia beat cycle since it is through
the beat of the cilia that energy is transmitted to the fluid.
representation

The

should incorporate the periodic nature of the beat

and should embody the physical advantages of the observed beat cycle
where in the effective stroke the cilia impart a large force on the
fluid by rotating like a rigid rod about its base whereas in the
recovery stroke the cilia try to move parallel to and as close as
possible to the cell epithelium.
We employ the method developed by Blake (1972) where a given point
on the cilium ^ at time t is represented by the Fourier series.

£(s,t) =

1

N
I a^(s)cosnat + b^(s)sinnat

(5.2,1)

where s measures arclength from the base of the cilium and o is the
angular beat frequency.

The Fourier coefficients a^, b^ are vector

quantities, which are approximated by

a

= I A s"'
rf^t^-mn

and

b = I B ^s"^ .
n ^^^ mn

where A
and B
are vector constants.
—mn
—mn

(5,2,2)

Given data in the form of a

cilia beat cycle at 2N + 1 equal time intervals with each cilium divided
into a finite number of equal lengths one can use Fourier analysis

and least squares t o determine A^^ and B^^ and hence using (5,2,1)
and (5.2.2) we are able t o specify any point on the cilium at any time
as C(s,t),

Further details of t h i s procedure may be found in Blake

(1972).
Sleigh (1977) proposed a planar cilia beat cycle for the lung where
i t was required t h a t the minimum radius of curvature is 1,25 ¿¿m. We
reconstruct t h i s cilia beat using the previously described Fourierleast squares procedure with N = 6 and M = 3. The coefficients. A
—mn

and

Bj^^, obtained are shown in Table 5.2 and the cilia beat representation
a t 13 equal time intervals is illustrated in figure 5.2. The effective
stroke of the cilium beat extends from the cilia labelled 1 t o 4 and
the recovery stroke from 5 t o 13.
In Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) series of cilia profiles were traced
using high speed cine-photography at 13 equal time intervals (for
cilia beating a t approximately 15 Hz).

These cilia were observed to

penetrate the mucous layer a t some stage during their effective stroke.
Unfortunately they found i t difficult t o distinguish individual cilia
during the recovery stroke so only profile views could be obtained even
though i t was clear t h a t the recovery stroke is three dimensional.
Nevertheless the planar profile provides an adequate representation
of the cilia beat cycle for the purpose of our model.

We applied

the Fourier-least squares procedure t o t h i s data with N = 6 and M = 3
where each cilium was divided into ten equal segments.
of t h i s are shown in Table 5.3 and in figure 5.3.

The results

In the effective

stroke (labelled 1 t o 5). we note th^at the t i p speed of the cilium

Table 5.2

Fourier-least squares coefficients for the cilia beat pattern
from Sleigh (1977).

A
-Hiin
n

=

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

m=l

-.654
1.895

.393
-.018

-.097
.158

.079
.010

.119
.003

.019
.013

.009
.040

m=2

.787 -1.516
-.552 -.126

.032
-.341

-.302
.035

-.252
.006

-.015
-.029

.035
-.068

-.118
.186

.142
-.067

.110
-.032

-.013
-.002

-.043
.015

.202
.096

m=3

.716
.263

B
—mn
n

=

1

2

3

4

5

6

m=l

.284
.192

.006
-.050

-.059
.012

.018
-.007

.053
-.014

.009
-.017

m=2

1.045
-.499

.317
.423

.226
.138

.004
.125

-.082
.075

-.040
.067

m=3

-1.017
.339

-.276
-.327

-.196
-.114

-.037
-.105

.025
-.057

.023
-.055

The two numbers in each position in the table correspond to the
x^

and

x^

components respectively.

fig. 5.2 Reconstruction of the cilia beat cycle from Sleigh (1977).

Table 5.3

Fourier-least squares coefficients for the cilia beat pattern
from Sanderson and Sleigh (1981).
A
-^nn
n

=

0

1

2

3

-.169
.054

.063
.007

-.050
.026

-.040
.022

-.068
.010

.260 -.123
-.305 -.180

.011
-.069

-.009
.001

.196
-.080

.049
.082

.009
.029

.023
.002

-.111
.048

4

5

m=l

-.449
2.076

.130
-.003

m=2

-.072
-1.074

-1.502
-.230

m=3

.658
.381

.793
.331

-.251
.193

4

5

6

B
-^nn
n

1

=

2

3

6

m=l

-.030
.080

-.093 .037
-.044 -.017

.062
.052

.016
.007

-.065
.051

m=2

1.285
-.298

-.036 ^.224
.513 .004

-.093
-.222

-.137
.035

.095
-.128

m=3

-1.034
.210

.143
.009

.043
.120

.098
-.024

-.054
.102

.050
-.367

The two numbers in each position in the table correspond to the
X

and the

x

components respectively.

f i g . 5.3 Reconstruction o f the c i l i a beat cycle from Sanderson and S l e i g h (1981).

varies, depending on the location of the cilium.

There is a noticeable

slowing down of the cilium as it enters the very viscous mucous layer
(the cilium labelled 3 to 4).
layer (te.

When the cilium exits from the mucous

cilia labelled 4 to 5) it speeds up

the elastic recoil energy stored in the cilium.

considerably

due to

We expect that this

model of the cilia beat cycle would be more realistic for cilia which
penetrate the mucous layer than the cilia beat depicted in figure 5.2
For comparative purposes we also consider the following idealised
cilia beat

cycle employed by Barton and Raynor (1967) and later by

Blake and Winet (1982).

Both the effective and recovery strokes are

modelled by a rigid rotating rod with the rod being shorter in the
recovery stroke.

The position vector C(s,t) of a point on the cilium

at any given time is given by the following:

= s cos(0o - i^et)
0 —< t —<

S

~ 6
(jJa

0—
<s—
< Le

(5.2,3a)

^ ^ ^ 2^

0 < s < Lp

(5.2.3b)

f3 = s sin(0o ~ Wet)

^^ = s cos(0-| + (jpt)
^o

(jJa

—

— O

= s sin(0^ + Urt)J
where

LQ

and

L^^

are the representative

lengths

of the

cilium in

the effective and recovery strokes respectively while UQ and cjp are
the

angular

_i + _1 = 1 .

frequencies

of the

In figure 5.4 there

effective and

recovery

phases

is a diagram of the idealised

and
cilia

beat cycle where we have taken Lp = (3/4)Le with 9Q = 135^ and B^ - 30^.

03

fig. 5.4 Diagram of the idealised cilia beat cycle.

We also assume the period of the recovery stroke to be three times
the period of the effective stroke.
If CCs. t) describes a point on a single cilium with base at the oricfin
then we can model an antiplectic metachronal wave (which propagates
in the opposite direction to the effective stroke) over an

infinite

array of cilia by the expression,

t) = (nai + mbJ) + £(s, T),

where a

and b are

the

cilia

respectively and T = kha+at.
wavelength is X = 2ji/k.

spacing

m. n = 0 ± 1. ±2...,

in the

x^ and x^

(5.2.4)

directions

The frequency of the wave is a/2K and the

In the lung, under normal healthy conditions,

the cilia spacing is such that one wavelength comprises approximately
100 cilia.

In figure 5.5 the computer generated profile of a wave of

ciliary activity to be used in our model of muco-ciliary transport is
illustrated for the cilia beat cycle in figure 5,2.

The metachronal

wave is clearly seen to be moving towards the left.

Additionally, in

figure 5.6 we illustrate the metachronal wave profile for the other
cilia beat cycles shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4.

The rest phase observed

by Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) is also easily incorporated into this
representation: in figure 5.6(a) we display a metachronal wave with a
rest phase with a duration

of 20% of the total period of the cilia

beat cycle where the rest phase starts at the end of the effective
stroke.

effective stroke

metachronal wave

(antiplectic)

fig. 5.5 Antiplectic metachronal wave with the cilia beat from fig. 5.2 at equal
time intervals.

The direction of the effective stroke and the metachronal

wave are indicated on the diagram.

rest phase

rest phase

f i g . 5.6 MetachronaL waves for the various c i l i a beat cycles:
(a) C i l i a beat from f i g . 5.2 (100 cilia/wavelength) with rest phase.
(b) C i l i a beat from f i g . 5.3 (100 cilia/wavelength)
(c) C i l i a beat from f i g . 5.4 (100 cilia/wavelength)
(d) C i l i a beat from f i g . 5.2 (10 cilia/wavelength)

5.3 Discrete Cilia-sublayer Model Without Penetration

In our mathematical model we suppose t h a t we have two l a y e r s of
f l u i d : a p e r i c i l i a r y l a y e r of v i s c o s i t y

u and depth h, and on t o p of

t h i s , a mucous l a y e r of v i s c o s i t y jS and depth H - h (see f i g u r e 5,7),
The depth of t h e c i l i a s u b l a y e r i s L (the length of a cilium) and in
this

section

we assume t h a t

L < h.

The c i l i a

are attached

to

the

plane X3 = 0 and d i s t r i b u t e d in a doubly i n f i n i t e a r r a y such t h a t t h e
spacing in t h e x^-direction i s a and t h e spacing in t h e X9-direction
i s b.
The e q u a t i o n s
equations.

of motion of t h e two f l u i d s a r e t h e Stokes flow

We a l s o r e q u i r e t h e following boundary conditions t o be

satisfied:
u =0

on X3 =0

u =u
U3

= 0

on X3 = h
(5,3.1)

-

•N

U3

_

= 0

on X3 = H

where u and a^j a r e t h e v e l o c i t y and s t r e s s f i e l d s in t h e p e r i c i l i a r y
f l u i d and u and Sj^j a r e t h e v e l o c i t y and s t r e s s f i e l d s in t h e mucous
layer.

We u s e slender body t h e o r y t o model t h e flow f i e l d generated

by t h e i n f i n i t e a r r a y of c i l i a by d i s t r i b u t i n g s i n g u l a r i t i e s along t h e
c e n t r e l i n e of each cilium.

To obtain t h e a p p r o p r i a t e Green's function

fig. 5.7 Coordinate system for the discrete c i l i a - s u b l a y e r model.

we must solve the equations

Vp =

+

-y)
0 < X3 < h

(5,3.2a)

h < X3 < H

(5,3,2b)

V-u =0

V D = ¿IV^U

v-G = o
subject t o the boundary conditions (5,3.1) where
_ r(1)
Ui =
G^^Tj .
(5,3,3)
T
i -- G. . Fj ,
Ui

The velocity field in the periciliary layer, due to the infinite array
of cilia, may be expressed as

Ui(x.t)=

00

00

I

I

where ^^ is defined by (5,2,4),

Gi%x,£OFj(f)ds

(5,3,4)

The time dependence enters into this

equation through the metachronal wave of ciliary activity.

In theory,

the Green's functions G^"!?, G^^^ can be obtained from (5,3,2) using two
dimensional Fourier transforms but the algebra is rather complicated
f o r the boundary conditions (5,3.1), Alternatively we can take advantage
of the f a c t that the velocity is periodic in both the x^-direction
(with period Na) and the X2-direction (with period b) and define the

mean velocity in the x^-direction as
. 'Na 'b
= NabJo
u.(x,t)dx.dxo.

(5,3,5)

If we apply the above integral t o the equations (5,3.2) we obtain
d^U^ F.
—2
dXg ^

-

0 < Ya < L.

L<h.

(5,3,6)

from which we can define the averaged Green's function
Xg/zti,
K(x3,y3) = -j
l.y3/ti.

if X3 < yg < L .
if Vg < X3 < H ,

<^5,3,7)

Finally we obtain the following expression for the mean velocity in
the periciliary layer:
=^

I |^K(X3.eJ)F^(e^)ds

(5,3,8)

where N is the number of cilia in one wavelength and the superscript n
indicates the n-th cilium in the metachronal wave. This representation
can, in principle, be formally derived from (5,3,4) using Poisson's
summation formula (see Blake, 1972, Liron and Mochon. 1975), We note
t h a t if X3 > L then equations (5,3,7) and (5,3,8) predict a plug flow
above the cilia sublayer, the top of the cilia sublayer.
The force distribution, on each cilium. F^ is obtained approximately
using Gray and Hancock (1955) r e s i s t i v e force theory. The force acting

is determined by considering segments of the cilium and equating this
to the local force which would act on a similar segment of a straight
slender body, of the same length and radius of the cilium. in a uniform
flow field (see figure 5,8). Johnson and Brokaw (1979) proved that Gray
and Hancock's approach is unsuitable for the modelling of flagella
in micro-organisms, which have regions of high curvature, however we
would expect this technique to be reasonably accurate for cilia since
they are generally much shorter than flagella. An expression for F^
from Blake (1972) is

rd^^-(r-l) i i i Ü k V,

3s 3s

(5.3.9)

where C^ is the tangential resistance coefficient and r is the ratio
of normal t o tangential resistance* . For a f i r s t order approximation
we use the f i r s t order terms from equations (3.2.6-13). corresponding
to the force distributions on a slender body, derived in chapter 3.
which yields
Cj = 2ku€,

where e = Cln L/aol \

r = 2,

(5,3.10)

For an approximation to the local velocity we

use
Vu =

3t

(5,3.11)

We have used r a s the i n t e r f a c i a l t e n s i o n i n p r e v i o u s chapters however
i t has a d i f f e r e n t usage here so as to be c o n s i s t e n t with the
Literature.
Since the i n t e r f a c i a l t e n s i o n does not enter i n t o the
e q u a t i o n s o f t h i s chapter there should not be any confusion over this
usage.

X,
s=0

fig. 5.8 I l l u s t r a t i o n of the force acting on a cilium using the Gray and Hancock
resistive

force

approximation.

-no-

where

U^ is

approximation
local velocity.

the

mean velocity

in

the

cilia-sublayer.

we have neglected the oscillatory

In

this

component of

the

This term will be comparable t o the mean flow only in

the lower part o f the cilia-sublayer.

However since the amplitude of

the cilia beat is small in this region, and since the flow is retarded
due t o the densely packed cilia in close proximity of the no-slip wall
at XQ = 0, the overall contribution of the oscillatory component of the
force will not make a significant contribution t o the overall average
velocity field, particularly in the upper regions of the sublayer.
Substitution of (5.3.9) and (5.3.10) into (5.3.8) and scaling of

the

length variables with respect t o L and the velocity with respect t o
oU where o is the angular frequency, yields the following integral
equation f o r the mean velocity U^:
-2

N
U-,(x3,t)+ I, T r - ( r - l )
n=VO
N
= I
n=vo

n
r-(r-l)

Ui(C5)K(X3,c5)ds.

8s

3s

-o
^ -(r-1) ^ ^
8s 8s 8t
8t

K(x3.C5)ds

(5.3.12)

The density parameter T is defined as

T =

(5.3.13)

2ReL^

Nab '

We note

that

the explicit

dependence on the

viscosity

u of

the

periciliary region has cancelled out although we would expect a weak
dependence on the r a t i o of viscosities of the periciliary layer and

the mucous layer entering into the equations through the higher order
terms

of the resistance

coefficients.

We solve equation

discretising both X3 and s into equal intervals.

(5,3.12) by

The integrals are

calculated using the trapezoidal rule and linear interpolation is used
to express U^Cfg.t) in terms of U^Cxg.t).
Using data from Table 5.1 we calculate e ^ 0.25 and from (5.3.10) we
obtain r = 2 and 1^=6.

The non-dimensional mean velocity profile, using

these parameters and the cilia beat cycle illustrated in figure 5.2,
is graphed in figure 5.9.

The model predicts a shear flow above the

recovery stroke with a plug flow above the cilia sublayer,

Tha

mean velocity is small in the lower part of the cilia sublayer due
to the resistance to the mean flow of the cilia in this region.

In

fact, the model predicts a slight backflow in this region, however this
could be an artifact of the model since the oscillatory components of
the interaction velocity may be important here .

We obtain the mean

velocity of the mucus to be approximately 0.55 mm/s with f = 15 Hz and
L = 6 Aim.

In comparison, the average cilia tip speed in its effective

stroke is approximately 0.72 mm/s.
In

figure

different

5.9

we have

graphed

the

mean

velocity

profiles

values of the non-dimensional density parameter T.

for
As T

increases from 0.1 to 6 the mean velocity in the upper part of the cilia
sublayer steadily increases.

This is because the average force/unit

volume in the sublayer is increased.

For larger values of T however,

there is only a marginal increase in the mean flow velocity.

This

T=100

U^/aL

fig. 5.9 Velocity profiles

for the non-penetration case for various values of

T.

flow regime is referred to by Blake and Winet (1982) as the active
porous medium limit where there is extremely strong viscous coupling
between adjacent cilia.
In our model we have neglected the interface interaction with the
force on the cilia. Consideration of these terms involves modification
of the parameters T and r using the results of chapter 3. This is
discussed in Fulford and Blake (1983b) where it is shown that for cilia
which occur in normal densities these terms have only a negligible
effect.

A more important situation arises when the cilia penetrate

into the mucous laver: we consider this in the followina section.

5.4 Discrete Cilia-sublayer Model With Penetration

In this section we extend the cilia-sublayer model, introduced in
the previous

section, to include penetration

very much more viscous mucous layer.

of the cilia into the

The modifications to the model

will involve finding a new averaged Green's function which takes into
account the presence of singularities in the mucous layer and we also
need to modify the force coefficients.

We use the same coordinate

system as depicted in figure 5,5 with h < L < H.
In our extended model we require the velocity and pressure fields
in both the periciliary

layer and the mucous layer to satisfy

the

equations of motion.
Vp = ¿iV^u + FdCx -y)
0 < X3 < h

(5.4,1a)

h < X3 < H

(5,4.1b)

V-u =0

Vp = ^V^u + F5(x -y)

V-u =0
subject to the boundary conditions defined by equation (5.3.1).

If we

average equations (5.4,1) according to (5,3.5) then a solution of the
resulting equations for the mean velocities in each fluid. U^ and Uj
may be expressed in the form
Ui(x3,t) =

Nab^^lJ
(5.4.2)

where t h e averaged Green's functions. K^^^.
K^^^ and
as
0 < X3 < 73
U
0 < 73 < h
Yl
73 < X3 < h
K. U

K

XXo

0 < X3 < 73

K(3) ^ 13
U

h < X3 < H

(2) _

K(4) _

U

' 1[X3 + (X - l)h]
¿C73 + (X - l)h]

a r e defined

h < 73 < H

C5,4.3a)
(5.4.3b)

0 < 73 < h

(5.4.3c)

h < X3 < 73
h < 73 < H
73 < X3 < H

(5.4.3d)

with X = ¡i/u as t h e r a t i o of viscosit7 of the mucous la7er t o the
viscosit7 of t h e periciliar7 la7er.
As with t h e previous section we need t o find some approximation
t o t h e force distribution along each cilium. In t h i s case we must also
take into account t h e cilia, in the effective stroke, which p e n e t r a t e
t h e interface. The r e s u l t s of chapter 4 for a slender bod7 straddling
an i n t e r f a c e a r e expedient t o use here together with Gra7 and Hancock
r e s i s t i v e force theor7. This procedure 7ields the expressions
-

F^(e^) = cy(2)

ÜIÜE
as

o<e5<h

3s

(5.4.4)

eS>h

8s 3s

where, if t h e cilia t i p s p e n e t r a t e the mucous la7er. then the tangential
r e s i s t a n c e coefficients are defined as
C^^^ = 2R^£ ,

(2) =
Clji''

2jm'£

(5.4.5)

which are the f i r s t order terms obtained from equations (4.3.11) and
(4.3,15) and where e and 2 are each calculated from the respective
lengths of the cilium immersed in each fluid. If, on the other hand,
the cilia are wholly immersed in the periciliary layer then we take
(5.4.6)

=0

with £ defined by equation (5.3.10). For these f i r s t order r e s u l t s the
r a t i o of normal resistance to tangential resistance, r. is calculated
to be 2 in both cases.
After substitution of (5.4.4) into (5.4.2) and non-dimensionalising
the variables we obtain the following integral equations for the mean
velocity in each layer:
U^(x3,t)+ NI .(1)
n=VO
= I T^^^
n=v'o

2-

U^(X3,t)+ y >(1)
n=VO
N
n=vo

%2

8t

8s

2-

N '1

3?
8s

^2
2-

8s
2

2 -

8t

UiK( 1 ) +

(2)

t Z ^ ^ ^ l a s

T

8s 8s 8t [I K

>(2)

T(1)

K^^^ds (5.4.7a)

(3) J. T (2)•UHK(4)
n ^A-n ^^n
8s 8s 8t

T(1)

ds (5.4,7b)

where t h e c i l i a density parameters T^^^ and T^^^ a r e defined as

Nab '

Nab

These equations a r e solved numerically in the same manner as described
in s e c t i o n 5.3.
Using t h e t h r e e cilia beat cycles i l l u s t r a t e d in f i g u r e 5.2. f i g u r e
5.3 and f i g u r e 5.4 we calculated the mean v e l o c i t y p r o f i l e s in both
the periciliary
parameter

layer and the mucous layer with t h e cilia

T^^^ = 6 and with 100 cilia

per wavelength.

density

We take

the

v i s c o s i t y of t h e mucous layer t o be 1000 times the v i s c o s i t y of the
periciliary

layer.

The r e s u l t s

are

illustrated

in f i g u r e 5.10 f o r

various degrees of penetration of the cilia, in t h e i r e f f e c t i v e stroke,
into

t h e mucous layer.

occurs

We note

a t an optimal penetration

that

the

maximum mucus

velocity

depth of about 10% (h/L = 0.9) f o r

t h e c i l i a b e a t s of Sleigh (1977) and the idealised cilia beat whereas
for

the

cilia

h/L = 0.8.

beat

of

A possible

Sanderson

and

Sleigh

(1981) i t

explanation

for

the existence

penetration depth i s explored in t h e next section.
t h e mucus v e l o c i t i e s

over t h e non-penetration

occurs
of

an

when

optimal

The increase in

cases (h/L=l) ranges

from approximately 20% f o r the cilia beat of Sleigh (1977) t o l e s s than
10% f o r t h e idealised cilia beat and the cilia beat of Sanderson and
Sleigh

(1981).

situation,

We a l s o demonstrate in f i g u r e 5.10. the

when t h e cilia p e n e t r a t e

hypothetical

into a f r e e s u r f a c e where the

r e s u l t i n g mean v e l o c i t y p r o f i l e s are decreased.

This s i t u a t i o n shows

-.4

.0

.4

fig. 5.10 Velocity p r o f i l e s with cilia penetration (100 cilia/wavelength).
= 6, X = 1000,

=6, X = 0 .

the decreased contribution to fluid velocities from the periciliary
layer where the average force is now smaller.
The idealised cilia beat used here provides a reasonable approximation to the cilia beat of Sleigh (1977). It is recognised however that
this representation

can be ''fine tuned" by appropriate choice of

the recovery stroke length which has no real physical significance.
In modelling muco-ciliary transport it is safer to include the most
realistic cilia beat representation that is available.
The cilia beat cycle observed by Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) is
a realistic model when the cilia penetrate the mucous because the
effective stroke is slowed down due to the higher resistance to
movement in the mucous layer. This cilia beat produces overall lower
mean velocities and smaller increases of the mean velocity due to
penetration because of the lower speed of the cilium. An interesting
feature of the velocity profiles for this cilia beat, shown in figure
5,10, is when h/L = 0,8 where there is a small backflow in the mucus
relative t o the velocity of the fluid in the periciliary layer.

This

may be attributed t o the elastic recoil of the cilium as it re-enters
the periciliary layer producing a large force at that point.

This

may cause the fluid in the lower layer to move faster than the cilium
in the mucous layer which results in the tip of the cilia immersed
in the mucous producing a retarding force on the mucous.
In figure 5.11 we repeat the calculations with only 10 cilia per
wavelength.

If the wavelength of the metachronal wave remains the

same then the value of the density parameter T^^^ will remain as

(a)

U^/aL

U^/aL

f i g . 5.11 V e l o c i t y p r o f i l e s with c i l i a p e n e t r a t i o n (10 cilia/wavelength).
T^^^ = 6 , X = 1000,
T^^^ = 6 , X = 0 , and
T^^^ = 0,6, X = 1000.

6
in

however,

if

we

consider

the X2-direction.

greater

then

proportional

non-penetration

an

= 0,6.

increase

cases.

identical

reduction

In this

in mucus

of

cilia

case there

velocities

In fact, the mucus velocity

density

is a much

compared to

the

for the optimal

penetration depths are almost identical to the optimal velocities when
the number of cilia per wavelength is much higher.

When

= 0.6 and

the cilia penetrate into the mucous layer we again observe similar
mucus

velocities.

periciliary

but

the

shear

rates

layer are much greater.

in the upper part

of

the

The mean velocity approximates

a shear flow since the resistance to the motion of the fluid in the
periciliary layer is much lower due to the smaller cilia density.

From

this discussion, it appears that where it is the cilia density which
determines the mean velocity in the periciliary layer, in the mucous
layer the extremely high viscosity means that only a small number of
cilia

per wavelength need to penetrate the mucous layer to propel

the mucus at near the tip speed of the cilium.

Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) observed a rest phase in the cilia beat
cycle with a duration of approximately 20% of the period of the beat.
Incorporating the rest phase into our calculations (see figure 5.6(a))
does not

lead

to any

significant

changes in the velocity

profiles.

It is not clear from our studies what role the rest phase plays in
muco-ciliary transport.

We can also use the concept of the rest phase

to examine the effect of a large number (or patches) of inactive cilia.
In figure 5,12 we compare the velocity profiles for a metachronal wave

1.0

h/LFi

h/L=l

h/L=0.9

.8
.6

ro
X

.4
• 2

-.4

.0

1.2

.8

.4

1.6

U^/aL

fig. 5.12 Comparison of

the effects of a distribution of non-active cilia

the c i l i a beat cycle of Sleigh (1977) with
—

= 6.

100 cilia/wavelength, 90 cilia

inactive,

-

100 cilia/wavelength, a l l cilia

-

10 cilia/wavelength, a l l cilia

active,
active.

using

consisting of 100 cilia, where 30% of the cilia are inactive, with the
normal wave (100 cilia per wavelength) and with a sparse distribution
of cilia (10 cilia per wavelength), for both the non-penetration and
the penetration cases.

We use the cilia beat cycle of Sleigh (1977)

f o r this example and take

= 6 in all cases.

As we might expect,

from the previous results for a sparse distribution of cilia, it is
the number of active cilia which critically determines the velocity
profiles when the cilia do not penetrate into the mucous layer. On
the other hand, the mucus velocities are almost identical in all three
cases when the cilia have the same degree of penetration into the
mucous layer. In the next section we discuss the implications of this
result t o experimental studies in muco-ciliary transport.

5.5 Discussion

We have developed a discrete cilia-sublayer model of rnuco-ciliary
transport in the lung.

The theory takes into account the cilia in

the effective stroke which are thought to penetrate into the more
viscous mucous layer.

The model also incorporates a realistic cilia

beat pattern obtained from recent data.
The models of muco-ciliary transport used in this chapter may also
be used to consider the effects of bare patches of cilia on the mean
velocity.

Since the equations of motion are linear then this problem

is equivalent to the problem of sparse, but evenly distributed cilia.
Of course the distribution of velocity along a ciliated to non-ciliated
region would be rather complicated, with "swishing" of the fluid from
a

ciliated

patch

to a

non-ciliated patch.

considered by Blake, Liron and Aldis (1982).

This problem has

been

Similarly the problem of

non-active regions of cilia can be considered by simply choosing a
very large rest phase.

Our results (see figures 5.11 and 5.12) suggest

that if the cilia penetrate the mucous layer we would expect that
the velocity of propulsion would not decrease significantly.
Our calculations do not strongly support the hypothesis that the
penetration of the cilia into the mucous layer during their effective
stroke is necessary

for mucus movement.

Our models suggest

that

ample velocities of propulsion are generated by cilia when there is no
penetration, in situations where the cilia densities are sufficiently
high.

However,

when

the

cilia

are

sparsely

distributed

over

the

epithelia (or if a large number of cilia are inactive), the penetration
of the cilia into the mucous layer does enhance the mucous transport
rates.

It is possible that for many of the experiments performed in

vitro a large number of cilia may be inactive which would lead to
lower than normal mucus velocities when mucus is absent.
An optimal penetration depth was observed for each of the three
cilia beats considered where the mucus velocity is a maximum.

One

possible explanation for i t s existence is that when the penetration
depth is increased from the optimal depth the overall contribution to
the mean flow velocity from the periciliary layer will be decreased while
the contribution from the mucous will remain the same since the mucous
is moving with approximately the tip speed of the penetrating cilia.
Since the velocity of the fluid across the interface is continuous the
mean speed of the mucous layer will be decreased while the fluid in
the periciliary layer will speed up. Consequently, we would expect the
shear rate in the upper part of the periciliary layer to be larger
when the penetration depth is greater than the optimal penetration
depth.

This is confirmed in figure 5.10 and figure 5.11.

The form of the cilia beat, particularly the effective stroke, is
a major determining factor for the velocity of the mucous layer. This
is particularly evident in the comparison of the cilia beat cycles of
Sleigh (1977) and Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) as shown in figures 5.10
and 5.11. The cilia beat of Sanderson and Sleigh (1981) is more realistic
if the cilia penetrate the mucous layer since it exhibits the slowing

down effect of the cilia as they encounter the very large resistance
of the mucous.

An improved model of muco-ciliary transport should

include some ''feedback" from the mucous t o the cilia beat.

CHAPTER SIX

Conclusions

The most significant r e s u l t s of the thesis and some directions for
f u t u r e research are summarised in t h i s concluding chapter. Fundamental
problems involving t h e motion of a slender body in the vicinity of an
interface have been studied revealing new insight and understanding
of t h e i r motion. Several notable conclusions are advanced which are
pertinent t o muco-ciliary t r a n s p o r t in the lung and sedimentation
problems in chemical engineering.
In chapter 3 we were concerned with a slender body translating
near a f l a t interface between two viscous fluids. The two extreme
orientations were considered, where the axis of symmetry of the body
is parallel t o the interface and where the axis is perpendicular to
the interface. Slender body theory was used to obtain an asymptotic
expansion of the force distribution acting on the body. From t h i s
the drag force acting on the slender body was calculated. We found
t h a t when t h e slender body is oriented parallel t o the interface and
is within half a body length away there exists a "lubrication layer"
where the resistance t o flow varies much more rapidly as the body
moves closer t o the interface than in the corresponding region when
the slender body is perpendicular t o the interface. On the other
hand, as we might expect, when a particle is a large distance from the
interface, the interface interaction is relatively insensitive to the
orientation and shape of the particle. When the slender body is moving
parallel t o the interface we also calculated the couple required to
j^eep the body from rotating. There is a fundamental difference in the

behaviour of the couple for parallel and perpendicular orientations
as a function of the distance of the body from the interface and the
ratio of viscosities of the two fluids.

This is best understood when

one considers the'two mechanisms generating the couple: for parallel
orientation the asymmetry in the velocity in the normal direction
to the interface induces the body to rotate, while for perpendicular
orientation it is the dynamical change in the component of the force
distribution which acts parallel to the interface.
orientations considered here enabled us

The two extreme

to develop qualitative

predictions concerning the behaviour of the interface induced couple
for an arbitrary particle translating near a flat interface.
An extended version of slender body theory was developed in chapter
4 to evaluate an asymptotic expansion
acting

on a slender body

which

of the force

is straddling

an

distributions

interface.

The

orientation of the slender body was held fixed so that its axis is
always perpendicular to the undisturbed interface.

When the slender

body is moving parallel to the undisturbed interface we can take the
interface to be flat as a first approximation.

However, if there is

a normal component of the velocity of the body, then the interface
will only be approximately flat and quasi-steady outside a drainage
region near the interface-slender body contact point.
obtain further

In order to

insight into normal motion of the slender body we

considered

both sets of boundary

one being

zero normal velocity

conditions for a flat

and,

the

other,

interface:

continuous normal

stress.

The force distribution obtained for the former conditions

are appropriate for the slender body away from the drainage region
and we postulate that the latter conditions may be appropriate near
the interface-slender body junction. We observed a shielding zone in
the force distribution where the hydrodynamic interaction with the
part of the slender body in the other fluid is comparable t o the
interaction with the interface.

Outside this region the interface

interaction is the dominant contribution. We noted that the shielding
zone is very thin for normal motion with the zero normal velocity
boundary conditions. We also evaluated the f i r s t order perturbation
t o the interface shape due to interfacial tension and found that a
parameter which is the ratio of moments about the interface critically
determines whether the interface is pushed up or drawn down in front
of the moving slender body.
In chapter 5 we developed

a discrete

cilia-sublayer model of

muco-ciliary transport in the lung incorporating some of the results
of chapter 4. Two versions of the model were presented: one where the
cilia penetrate into the mucous layer and the other where they do not.
The model appears t o be very sensitive to the cilia beat cycle used,
hence our inclusion of some of the latest data on the cilia beat cycle.
It was found that cilia penetration results in only a small increase
in the transport rate of mucus for normal densities of cilia.

For

lower densities, the increase is more pronounced. This suggests that
the muco-ciliary system is able t o perform adequately even when only

a percentage of i t s cilia are operative.

Our results also suggest

that experiments performed in vitro may predict decreased transport
rates in the absence of mucus because many of the cilia are inactive.
Despite the progress made in chapter 5 of this thesis the mechanics
of muco-ciliary transport

is s t i l l not fully understood and there

are a number of problems, both of a theoretical nature and of an
experimental nature which need t o be investigated.

Certainly, the

structure of the periciliary layer-mucous layer interface is not well
known and measurements of the interfacial tension would be extremely
valuable.

Furthermore, theoretical modelling of a slender body about

t o penetrate a deformable interface would contribute to a greater
understanding of the physical principles of the transfer of energy
from the periciliary layer to the mucous layer and might provide
some explanation of the crown-like structures found on the tips of
many cilia (Jeffery and Reid, 1977).

Additional studies need to be

carried out t o determine the importance of the elastic nature of
the mucus since this is s t i l l not clear.

Perhaps some combination

of the discrete cilia sub-layer model and the tip penetration type
models mentioned in section 5.1 might be employed. Another interesting
problem in muco-ciliary transport which requires further attention is
t o examine the e f f e c t s of the oscillatory stresses, which act on the
free surface of the mucous layer due to inhalation and expiration, on
mucous transport rates.

This would be an invaluable aid to studies in

high frequency ventilation.

A preliminary analysis has been carried

out by Blake (1975b).
Some

of

the

conclusions

from

chapter

4

also

ramifications to research in muco-ciliary transport.
tip of a cilium, penetrating

have

important

The force on the

the mucous layer, will be dominated by

the interaction with the rest of the cilium in the periciliary layer
resulting in a lower force than that predicted by looking at a slender
body in an infinite fluid.

We conclude from this that penetration of

the cilia into the mucous layer may not lead to as great an increase
in mucous transport rates as was previously thought.

A lower force

on the tip of the cilia is also desirable since it leads to a smaller
bending moment on the cilia.

The results of section 4.4 on the other

hand suggest that cilia penetration may have an important consequence
with regard to coordination of the cilia beat into a metachronal wave.
For instance, with a cilia penetration depth of 10% of the length of
the

cilia and a viscosity

the viscosity

of the upper mucous layer of 1000 times

of the lower layer, A ^ 40 and the interface is drawn

down immediately in front of the cilium and hence forcing the cilium
located there to lie relatively flat.

This idea

is consistent

with

an antiplectic metachronism (the wave of cilia activity moves in the
opposite direction to the effective stroke of the cilia) where we note
that a metachronism with an antiplectic bias has been observed in
the lung (Sleigh, 1982).

If the cilia do not penetrate the

then the interface is pushed up in front

interface

of the cilium which would

interfere with an antiplectic metachronal wave.

Clearly there will

be an optimum penetration depth since if the cilium penetrates too
far the interface will be drawn down and will obstruct the recovery
stroke of the cilium.

The interface deformation may also be related

to some optimal spacing of the cilia where the drawing down of the
cilia

in front

of a cilium does not interfere with the pushing

of the interface behind an adjacent

cilium.

up

We should finally note

however that very little is known about the physical structure of the
periciliary layer-mucous layer interface.

Certainly, more experimental

data is required, together with further theoretical investigations of
the mechanics of the penetration of a slender body into an interface
and the study of non-Newtonian effects on the force on a slender body,
before a complete understanding of the complex cilia-mucus interaction
in muco-ciliary transport is obtained.
There are several fascinating problems which could form extensions
of the research covered in this dissertation.

We mentioned earlier the

problem of the motion of a deformable interface due to the translation
of a slender body, where it would also be informative to determine
the

effect

of an

interface perturbation

on the slender body.

on the force

distribution

Both the perturbation approach developed by

Berden and Leal C1982) (which employs the reciprocal theorem of Stokes
flow) and the boundary element method as used by Lee and Leal (1982)
would

be expected to produce a reasonable attack

on this problem.

Other problems include a comprehensive analysis of the interior of the

drainage region for a slender body which is straddling an interface.
There is some challenging fluid mechanics involved here with large
stresses occurring near the interface-body contact points and the
possibility of moving contact lines.
In conclusion, we have applied slender body theory at low Reynolds'
number t o several fundamental problems involving the motion of slender
bodies near an interface between two viscous fluids.

These studies

will contribute t o a greater understanding of the motion of differently
shaped particles near an interface, which in turn will assist studies
in many different fields such as colloid mechanics and muco-ciliary
transport where the movement of small bodies near boundaries is of
fundamental importance.

APPENDIX A

Interface Induced Angular Velocity
In this appendix we calculate the instantaneous force distributions
to Oie ) and the instantaneous interface induced angular velocity for
a slender body which is initially oriented parallel to the interface
and translating in the x^-direction.

To calculate the angular velocity

we assume there is no external couple acting on the slender body.

The

purpose of this calculation is to answer a criticism of some stated
results in the paper Fulford and Blake (1983a) by Yang and Leal (1983).
By expanding the integral equations (3.2,1) to

•

obtain

the following equations:

STi.iuU-, = 4FJ I + S - i - j e J + F3G1
2 4 w
6

[F^ (s) - F^(x^)] H^ ds +

CF3(s) - Fgix^)] L ds .

(A.l)

-Q

F1G1 +

871(JX^ = 2F3
'8

CF3(s)- F3(Xi)]H3ds -

-8

where

CF^(s) - F^(x^)] Lds

(A.2)

J-8

the quantities e. S(x^). E^(x-|). G^(x^) and E3(x^) have been previously

defined in chapter 3.

The other terms. H-,. H3. and L. appearing in

equations (A.l) and (A.2) are defined by

1
-

fc

1

(x^ +

1+ X

K

^

1+ X

^ ^

.3

-

bY

/c'

(A,4)

l+X

|Xi-s|

1+X

(A,3)

1

12h'

(A,5)

where
(A,6)

and X is the ratio of viscosities of the two fluids.

The condition

that there is no external couple acting on the slender body may be
expressed as
X^FgdX^ =0..

(A.7)

-8

We substitute the following expansions for the force distribution and
the angular velocity.

(A.8)

into equations (A.l). (A.2) and (A.7) and. after some algebra, we obtain

F^ =

27m

£ - £'

+ .

1 - ^E,)^
1 r. ^2- 1
U^iS- ^
8
2 4

1. X1)
+ ^(J^'^X,1 - iU.J^
8^1-1 + icj^'^J

(A.9)

=

e^jlu^G^

from which we obtain t h e interface induced angular velocity, given by

u®) = 0

(A.lla).

„(1) _ 3Ui
w — —

(A.llb)

-Q

(2) _ 3u (1)
3U^ {S

Ir,

1

(A.llc)

and where we define J^, J2. J3 and J4 as

J,CxJ= f^ CG.(s)-Gi(x-,)]Li + C2SCs)-2S(Xi)-^Ei(s)-iEi(x-,)]H^ds.
J2(x^)=

(8

(s-x^)Lds.

(A.12)

j-e
(s-x-,)H3ds
-e
'8
A comparison with equation (3.3.10) in chapter 3 shows t h a t
interface induced angular velocity, correct t o 0(e).
interface induced couple, correct t o

2

3

the

is related t o t h e

by t h e equation

(A.13)

This

is identical to the relationship for the ancfular velocity of a

slender body in an infinite fluid (due to an external couple given by
equation (A.13) applied to the slender body).

As pointed out by Yang

and Leal (1983), the influence of the interface and the shape of the
body first

enter into the

Oie^) terms of the angular

velocity.

Yang and Leal (1983) considered separately, the problem of a slender
body

translating parallel to a flat

interface and the problem of a

slender body which rotates about an axis which is perpendicular

to

both

In

the

the

centreline

first

problem,

of
the

the

slender

interface

body

and

induced

a

flat

couple

is

interface.
calculated

and

in the

second, the implied external couple required for the body

rotate

with a

prescribed

angular velocity, w. is

calculated.

to

These

authors evaluate the interface induced angular velocity by equating
both

these

couples.

In principle, this decoupling

of the problem

is

valid since the equations of motion are linear, however, Yang and Leal
(1984) commit two serious errors which render their solution for the
interface induced angular velocity
One of these

errors

arose

invalid.

out of an

inconsistency

in

the wrong coefficients of the expansion in e of the couples.
Leal (1983) fail to account
angular

velocity

is

0(e)

for the

and

they

fact
try

that

equating
Yang and

the interface

to equate

an

induced

OCe^) term

of

the couple for the rotating slender body (see equation (27) of their
paper) with

an

OCe'^) term

translating

slender

body

of

the

(equation

interface

induced

couple for

(15) of their paper).

results in the whole second line of equation (A.llc) being

This

the

error

omitted.

A second e r r o r in t h e i r c a l c u l a t i o n s c o n c e r n s t h e i n t e g r a l terms
A

which

arise

out

of

the

o

¿yC-j,-^)

expansion,

shown

in

equation

(A,9)

and (A,10), where t h e y have n e g l e c t e d t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n from t h e image
singularities.
in e q u a t i o n
Yang

This c o r r e s p o n d s t o t h e t e r m s J3 and J4 being in e r r o r

(A.llc).

and

Leal

(1983) have

criticised

0(e)

the

t h e i n t e r f a c e induced a n g u l a r v e l o c i t i e s s t a t e d
(1983).
is

expressions

in Fulford and Blake

The arguments p r e s e n t e d h e r e c l e a r l y show t h a t t h i s

unfounded

since

an

¿Pie)

calculation

of

for

the

interface

criticism
induced

a n g u l a r v e l o c i t y i s c o n s i s t e n t with an O(e^) c a l c u l a t i o n of t h e f o r c e
distributions.
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